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SEA SCOUTS HERE

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
tn 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its‘name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Boys From Bangor Council

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, June 27, 1933

ISLAND HOSPITALITY

Rockland Girl Wins

Group a Good Time—A

Fine Impression

Fish Story

Held over in harbor the past two
Managers and clerks of A & P.
days due to the thick fog and threat
Stores of this district to the number
ening weather, the crew of the Ban
of 32 enjoyed an outing Sunday at
Vinalhaven, making the trip via Capt.
gor Council Sea Scout 8hip, a twoJohn Wadsworth's trim cabin cruiser
-If you would have a faithful *•* master, have been giving Rockland
-* servant and one that you like, •* the once over. The boys are very
Sea Lion.' This made an especially
serve yourself —Franklin.
♦
lnterestinjKun as few of the men had
mannerly and sailor like in blue uni
ever vlsTteif the island.
forms bearing the Insignia. “Bangor”
Local arrangements were made most
MORAN'S BIG CHANCE and "Boy Scouts of America," many
effectively by Manager Scott Little
citizens asking “What destroyer was
field of the Vinalhaven store Who had
A Washington newspaper says:
In the harbor?”
a bounteous feast of the celebrated
"Newly Democratic Maine appears
She Is in command of Chief Scout
Vinalhaven lobsters and clams ready
on the eve of gathering a Juicy con Executive Clarence Roundy of Banin short order. After dinner a brief
gressional plum—a House committee i gor Council and two other senior
business session was held with Asst.
chairmanship for a first-year Mem ! officers, with a crew of 24 boys.
Supt L. C. Bradbury doing the honors
ber. Ordinarily, a Member must
Last night they were invited to visit
in fine style. Mr. Littlefield present
serve several years before the seniority
[ the regular meeting of Troop 2.
ed the greetings of the lsland and In
rule advances him to a chairmanship. Rockland, but reversed the Invitation,
vited the group there for a later getRepresentative Moran (D.) of Maine, sending two boats to the public landOne of the most coveted honors to-gether. iMr. Bradbury gave a high
however, ls ln line to take the chair ! ing so that Scoutmaster Harold
manship of the Committee on Ac i Whitehill and 12 scouts were taken which can come to a student at the ly Interesting talk for the clerks and
counts.''
Oak Orove School for Oirls in Vas several sales contests were arranged
I aboard and shown around ship.
for July and August.
salboro. is the winning of a medal
Following the business session the
CRUISER TO BELFAST
awarded on commencement morning party split up, part touring the lsland
The Navy Department Saturday
for outstanding citizenship, charac to view the many quarries and its
VALUABLE PRIZE
notified the office of Representative Given Away Every Night Now to ter and personality. One of the fine scenery, while the others tried
July 1 at the
Moran that the heavy cruiser Pen
four highest to win these medals for | their luck at deep sea fishing. Much
OVERLAND GREATER SHOWS
sacola would be sent to Belfast, July
I excitement prevailed In the latter di
Pleasant Street, Corner Broadway
the
last school year was Miss Flora
4. The vessel is now at the Brooklyn
vision when one of the fishermen set
75*77
Colson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. up a great outcry that he had the
Navy Yard.
Fred P. Colson of Florence street, granddaddy of all big flsh, only to
who entered Oak Orove last Septem find upon landing hls catch that it
ber and has been an outstanding was a haddock, very old and very dead.
I placed on his hook by a mischievous
student throughout her course. Miss
fellow clerk.
Colson has bcen talcing the post
The flrst live flsh was taken by
graduate course in cultural Secre Manager Jellison of Damariscotta, and
tarial Science during the past year Manager Lewln of The Brook A. & P
and was awarded the special Gregg store caught the largest fish. A gen
certificate for having successfully erous tub of deep sea denizens was
passed all the shorthand and type landed however before the enjoyable
writing tests prescribed by The Oregg venture concluded The District Quar
Writer. Miss Colson has been promi tet. Conary of Camden. Richards ,ot
nent In dramatics while at Oak Boothbay. Foss of Belfast and Lewln
Orove and has held an important of Rockland, contributed some verj’
close harmony which may or may not
place in the school life.
have had an Influence on the catch.
A vote of appreciation was given
Mr.
Bradbury', whose untiring efforts
AL ROUGIER’S
made the party possible Regret was
OAKLAND PARK
10 PIECE ORCHESTRA expressed over the unavoidable ab
sence of Oeneral Supt Whipple of
Al Rougier and Hi* 10 Piece Band
at the
Portland and Supt. A. L. Marsh.

LEGION AND DRUM CORPS DANCE
FRIDAY EVENING, JUNE 30

SPANISH VILLA

Wednesday, June 28
Dancing from 9 to 1 o'clock
WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let os show vou the
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize tn Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coolers, Beer Coolers. Milk Coolers, lee Cream Cabinet*.
Soda Fountains

Admission 25 Cents

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
492 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W
75-90

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION, Est. 1907
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE with car wanted for Rockland and
vicinity. A. L. A Service represents the Exceptional Value so lar
as automobile protection Is concerned in that it starts where auto
Insurance stops. Our legal service in Itself is well worth the re
quired investment. Leads furnished, negligible competition; excep
tional opportunity to establish a permanent business of your own.
Liberal commission and bonus basis with renewal commission credit.
References required For Interview, write Automobile Legal Associ
ation, 619 Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangc, Maine.
75-77

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE JUNE 21
Leave For Augusta and Points West

7.50 A.M. 3.00 P.M.
73-75

ANNOUNCING A CHANGE ON THE

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

VINALHAVEN LINE

SUMMER SCHOOL
OPENS JULY 10
SIX WEEKS' COURSE

For the first time In 30 years thr Vinalhavm A Rorkland Steamboat
Co. makes this important change on the Vinalhaven line—

OPEN FOR REGISTRATION JULY 5-10

LENA K. SARGENT, Crescent Beach, Me.
74-81

Steamer Leaves Rockland Daily—Sunday* Excepted
6.00 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. Standard Time
Returning, leaves Vinalhaven at 8.30 A. M. and 4.30 P. M.
This means an early morning and early afternoon boat from Rork
land—the boat laving over night ln this city. Thr Swan’s Island
line will run on the usual schedule.

NOTICE!
We wish to deny all rumors and propaganda

that have been circulated regarding our firm in
connection with the Medomak National Bank

and to state that we have absolutely no inten
tion of either starting a new bank or of trying to

get control of this one.

Knowing the founda

tion of these falsehoods, we shall expect them
to be at once stopped or denied.

WALDOBORO GARAGE COMPANY

I

SEEING A MAMMOTH CIRCUS

Volume 88.................... Number 76

ROCKLAND TEACHERS CHOSEN

Vinalhaven Showed A. & P.

Visit Rockland and Make

HELP SEND YOUR CORPS IN GOOD STYLE
Adm. 40c Free Parking on Grounds Dancing 8.30 to 1

THREE CENTS A COPT

Tuesday
Issue

AYER’S

Never have we had a better line of summer goods for men and
boys than wr havr right now. It's a pleasure to show them to you
whether you purchase or not. May we have the pleasure of show
ing them to you.

CHILDREN'S JVASII SUITS—three are handsome; will please
the most fastidious
..................... .......... 59c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
CHILDREN'S PLAY SUITS ..... ........ . ....... ............,.............. 50c, 75c
BOYS' BLOUSES OR SHIRTS—low necks and short sleeves,
or high necks and long sleeve* .............................. . ..... 59c, 69c, 79c
BOYS' SHORTS—linen, crash, khaki: made in a number of
styles .............--------- ,---- ------- ---- ------------------- 59c, 65c, 75c
BOYS' LINEN, CRASH OR COVERT CLOTH KNICKERS .... 98c
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS, at ................. . ............ ....... 59c, *1.00, $1.50
MEN'S KHAKI PANTS—made of the best materials and won
derfully made—none better .......... ............ . ..... . ...... $1.00, $1.25
MEN'S OVERALLS—good heavy material ..... ..... $1.00, $1.40
MEN’S ALL WOOL BATHING SUITS.................... $1.25, $1.50, $2.00
The prices of all the goods In our store are rising so fast—wc
can't guarantee them only until those on hand are sold. When we
have to buy again they wlll be higher—BUY NOW!

WILLIS AYER

Ringling-Bamum Combine Amazes Thousands At South Principal Blaisdell’* Good Work Recognized By Another
Re-election—The Complete List
Portland—What a Big Show Means •
Tlie Rockland school committee has laide E. Trafton, sub-primary; Mrs.
(By The Roving Reporter)
newspaper. It was probably some elected these teachers for the coming t Mae E. Perry, Grade 1; Miss Thelma
E. Russell of Cooper's Mills, Orade 2;
year:
thing about a bank drive.
High School: Principal, Joseph E. Miss Florence McFadden of Lubec,
The man who explained about thc
freaks told a highly Interesting yarn Blaisdell: sub-master. John R. Dur-: Orade 2; Mtss Doris Coltart. Orade 3;
about how the circus succeeded In rell. teacher of science; Miss Anna E. and Miss Susie C. Sleeper of South
getting the ringnecks. Said the pro Coughlin, civics and English; Miss Thomaston, Grade 4.
prietors were seven years in closing Mina E. Tower of Adams, Mass..! Tyler School: Principal. Miss Lena
the deal. Later another man, In the mathematics; Raymond D. Bowden of Miller, Orade 4; Miss Anna L. Web
big show, said it was flve years, but Blue HUI, history; Samuel Sezak | ster of Bangor, Orade 1; Miss Cora
what's a little discrepancy of two (new), general science, algebra and E. Hall, Orade 2; Miss Madlene O.
years among friends? I know you football coach; Mrs. Mary C. Carrillo,! Rogers, Grade 3; an Mrs. Nellie H.
will be Interested ln the giraffe- English; Atwood Levensaler (new),I Hall, Grade 5.
Orace Street: Miss Margaret A.
necked woman who is coming here English; Miss Dorothy E. Parker of
This time it is a circus story, not with the Hagenbeck & Wallace show South Windham. English; Miss Lu Buttomer. Orade 5, and Miss Irene
very long and perhaps not very ii.ter- July Fourth, and I know that you will cille A Ooding of Portland, French; Lunden, Grades 4 and 5.
esting, for offhand lt is impossible much prefer the good oid American Miss Margaret M. Hellier (new),
Orescent Street: Miss Sarah A.
to set down on a few sheets of paper custom of leg pulling to the Burmese Latin; Mrs. Charlotte C. Jackson, Dyer of Charleston, sub-primary; and
all that one sees ln a show as re custom of neck-stretching. Collars Spanish and French; Mrs. Rita Rob Miss Hope Adams of Linneus. Orade 1.
markable as that which Ringling like they wear must be expensive to inson and Mrs Ruth Brackett Spear,
Camden Street: Mrs. Addle R.
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey pre
Rogers, sub-primary and Orade 1;
launder, except that they are never commercial department.
sented in Portland Saturday.
Junior High School: Sub-principal, Miss Orace E. Cunningham of Woodremoved.
It takes more than 100 steel cars
Another freak was labelled “The Miss Ellen J. Cochran, arithmetic; stock, N. B , Grades 2, 3 and 4.
to transport this circus and Saturday
Highlands: Miss Estelle Hall (new)
Half Woman.” Unless there was Miss Relief A Nichols of North
night It took almost three hour:, to
ome occult mystery about it she was Brooksville, literature; Miss Ellen F sub-primary to Grade 3, Inclusive
present the main show in the seven
Benner HUI: Miss Louise Dolliver
,ust what the circus people advertised Thompson of Friendship, arithmetic
arenas which occupy the central lane
.'or the lower half of her had disap and English; Miss Eleanor L. Grif (new) sub-prtmary to Orade 4, in
of the big top. Pancy, then, ones
peared completely and the problem fith. English; Miss Ida M Hughes of clusive.
attempt to describe all of the attrac
Specials: Mrs. Esther S. Rogers,
of shoes, socks and unmentionables Union, history; Miss Mary A. Brown,
tions In a few newspaper paragraphs!
was one which Interested her not geography; Miss Elizabeth 8. Hagar, music supervisor.
I have seen Ringling Brothers, as a
Changes explaining new teachers:
departmental music, penmanship and
at all.
separate circus, on other occasions,
hygiene.
Miss Ramona Leadbetter. Mtss Mary
• • • •
and from boyhood up I have seen
McLain: Principal. Mrs. Maude M. Pike and Prank Stewart of the
Would you believe it? There was
Barnum & Bailey's Circus, but the an old fashioned Punch and Judy Smith Comins, Grade 2; Mrs. Lucy High School faculty, resigned; Mrs.
combination ts one which staggers show, and the customers laughed Marsh Lowe, sub-primary; Miss Kath Sarah J. Montgomery, Orade 6. and
the Imagination.
just as heartily as did our grand- leen Haskell, Grade 1; Miss Mabel P Mrs. Lura M. Libby, Orade 3. Mc
• • • •
lathers and thelr fathers over the Stover. Grade 2; Mrs Ruth Wood, 3; Lain, resigned, to accept positions In
The great “P. T"—Phlneas T. same entertainment.
Mrs Harriet H. Lufkin, Grade 4; Miss Thomaston schools, Orades 7 and 4
Barnum was the author of that much
Tlie menagerie contained an Im Edna M King of Saco, Grade 5; Miss respectively; Miss Ruth Coltart who
quoted phrase “The public likes to mensely valuable collection of ani Prances A Hodgdon of Orland. Miss was at Benner HIU School last year
be humbugged." but there Is no mals. not forgetting an enormous Jeannie D. MoConchle of South goes to Purchase street to take Orade
humbuggery about the great show
white elephant, or which might be Thomaston. Miss Katherine Veazie 3 In place of Helen E. Libby (now
(Which exhibits only ln one place ln
(new), and Miss Hazelteen U Watts Mrs I. Lawton Bray) resigned; Mrs.
white If tt were properly washed.
Maine. It is so stupendous and so
And speaking of elephants, there of Clinton, Grade 6 (departmental Ruth Wood who was at The High
atwe-inspirtig that the press agents
lands school last year goes to McLain
not hgve
strgin their lmagina. are 40 of them in the circus and they teaching),
did some marvelous stunts. The
Purchase Street: Principal, Mrs. school to take Orade 3 ln place of Mrs.
,tion or conscience.
gymnastic feats ln this show were Helen D. Perry, Grade 3; Miss Ade- Libby.
Deputy Sheriff Harry D. Phillips
unusually good—deeds of skill and
was the helmsman on this occasion,
daring that almost pass belief. In
aided on the return Journey by sun
fact there was no department that
dry valuable bits of advice from Rob
did not excell that of any circus I
ert M Packard the third member of
had ever seen, and by way of con
the trio. There's nothing romantic
Don’t Wait Until After July Fourth, Advise* Albert K.
clusion and by speclal request they
cr unusual about a motor trip to
Gardner, Crop Specialist
shot a man from a cannon across the
Portland so I will content myself
Width of the tent. This last feat ls
with expressing my complete dis
by no means new, but lt never falls
satisfaction with the condition In
By cutting hay 10 days earlier, even though hay may get wet, lt U
to provide a “kick" for even the
which the road between Warren and
than
commonly practiced, the aver-1 not injured when cut early to the ex
most hard-boiled circus-goer.
Damariscotta has so long been left.
The Ringling Brothers and Barn age Maine dairyman would gain I tent that lt is Injured when cul
We hear that good progress ls being
late. Leaves are not lost ln handling
um ii Bailey Circus is said to repre from $50 to $100 per year depending
made on the cut-off. but, when, oh
Second cuttings are usually possible,
sent an investment of $10,000,000 It on the size of hls herd and the acre-'
when, to Iron out the thank-youelse the aftermath furnishes an ex- •
employs 1600 persons. Including rep age of hay, believes A. K Oardner,!
marms and get rid of the dust on
cellent pasture during the latter part
resentatives from 20 nations. The crops specialist for the Extension
the sections already built? In marked
of the season. In any case, the num
performance ls given by 800 artists 8ervlce at the University of Maine.
contrast is the unbroken stretch of
ber of men who are cutting early Is
“Many dairymen, who formerly
cement road between Brunswick and there are 100 clowms. The circus
Increasing ln Maine.”
carries 735 beautiful horses, and ln started to cut hay the day after the
and Portland. If that sort of con
addition to the six herds of elephant Fourth of July, are now beginning 10
struction could be maintained every
A BANK MEETING
days earlier," he says. "Chemical
where there would be more satisfied there are 1000 other wild animals.
The dally expense of such a show ls tests have showm that this earlier
motorists and smoke would be issu
Shareholders In Knox Coun
cutting resulted in an Increased value
beyond one's Imagination.
ing from both of the Thomaston ce
• • • •
per ton of more than $2 In 1932.
ty Trust Co. To Recom
ment stacks instead of one.
More than 4800 meals are cooked and
"The present Increased interest In I
mend Directors Thursday
served in the canvas hotel each day, cutting hay earlier," he continues, "Is !
j There Is an hour’s pause on the
requiring a corps of 70 chefs, cooks, due to the greater need for a higher j Following closely upon the heels
outskirts of Yarmouth while we pass waiters and helpers. Think of serv
quality dairy roughage rather than of the successful drive for the sale
favorable judgment upon the excel ing 10.000 pancakes at one break
to a need for greater quantity. The
lent food so splendidly served at fast! All foods and provisions arc
of Knox County Trust Company
price of grain is relatively high as
Westcutogo Inn, where many Knox bought locally, and when Mr. Circus
compared with the price of milk. stock comes the announcement the
1 County folks register In the course
Man goes to market lt is a case of cash, This situation has already been re subscribers will havc a meeting ln
’ of a season.
but not carry, as may be judged flected ln the tremendous interest Masonic Temple hall Thursday at
The sun is still two hours high as from the fact that he buys 2500
in pasture improvement; to go a step 10 a. m„ daylight to fix the number
we enter the outside show before the pounds of fresh meat, 2000 loaves of
farther and produce quality hay as of directors who will serve until the
evening's performance and behold a bread. 1300 pounds of vegetables, 300 well Ss quality pasture. Is logical.
first regular annual meeting of the
collection of freaks which tests one's gallons of milk, 200 pounds of coffee.
“In general, grasses and clovers
power of credulity.
Conspicuous 250 dozen of eggs, two barrels of yield the most tonnage and have the shareholders, and to designate a
among them was “The Sky Man," sugar. 50 pounds of lard, 100 dozen of highest digestible matter when ln board of directors to be elected by the
who is 8 feet 614 Inches in height, oranges, etc., etc. Pour cords of wood full bloom. Clovers should be cut ln Incorporators to serve unUl that
weighs 360 pounds and has hands are burned ln one day. Maintaining full bloom whether clear stands or meeting.
i about the size of small rhubarb the dumb animals cuts quite a figure mixed with grasses which may reach
This paragraph Is added to the call
leavA. I saw him ln Portland a few in the day's budget, for lt means tht full bloom later. Alfalfa should be
by
the representatives of the citi
years ago. and he told me Saturday purchase of 50 tons of hay. 20 tons cut from one tenth to one fifth
zens' committee, A. C. McLoon, chair
J tiiat he had been with the show
of straw and 350 bushels of oats.
bloom. Timothy, the predominating
eight years, doing some work for the
We remarked the splendid light grass in most hayflelds, Is also most man:
movies ln the winter seasen. Most ing facilities of the circus, and valuable when cut during the full
"You are urged to attend this
' of you have seen him on th? screen learned that the independent dyna bloom stage. The excess pollen may meeting in person, out in case this
during the past year or two. If he mo plant furnishes current for 6000 cause the hay to be somewhat dusty, will be difficult or impossible for you.
travels much between seasons it must incandescent lamps, arc lights and but even so does not offset the In we are enclosing a proxy which you
be a bit embi: raising for htm when beacons.
can sign In order that someone may
creased feeding value.
night comes, tor certainly tiiprc ls no
"Late cutting injures Timothy represent you. In the event you can
It ls quite likely that considerable
j bed which will fit the size of this booze may have been, consumed on plants or weakens them so that many not attend this meeting, please sign
dongated Texan. He looks frtght- the grounds, but we saw only onc In are killed through the competition of and return the proxy In the enclosed
, lully bored as he sits there on hls toxicated person, and no brawls or weeds. As Timothy goes out, weeds self-addressed envelope, at your
! platform answi ring the volley of fool arguments.
earliest possible convenience."
come ln.
' questions which ls fired at htm day
"Where large acreages are involved,
The circus exhibited at Pine Tree
ln and day out.
Park, wfilch brought to me onc in cutting must start before thc full YOUR FAVORITE POEM
• 9 9 •
teresting recollection—that of having bloom stage, otherwise too much of
A CONFESSION
Across the way Is the fat woman— seen Tufts defeat Bowdoin at foot the crop will progress beyond the
Miss Somebody or Other. I assume ball the season when the former col best stages of growth When too far I have been given ao much, and done
so little.
that she is unmarried for I can think lege had the best eleven in its his advanced, grasses lose thelr palatabll- L have been dull of heart and blind of
of no ordinary man who would take tory.
ity as well as thelr greatest feed I haveeye.
had Joy and never truly felt tt,
had Happlneas and passed It by.
to himself a contract of that size.
Well, the big circus has come and value. Both qualities decrease after II have
have lived all my daya ao close to
She told me shc weighs 662 pounds, gone, but Knox County folks are go full bloom is reached.
Beauty
have touched her with an outwhich is slightly more than she ing to be vastly interested in, and
“One of the objections often cited I might
atretched hand;
tipped thc scales when last I saw her. highly entertained by the Hag?n- by growers who are not sold to the I have heard Ood In rain and wind and
I wanted to suggest that she omit beck-Wallace show which comes to Idea of early cutting ls that weather But Ilaughter.
was deaf, and would not under
sweets and starches and other fat Rockland on the Fourth of July.
stand.
conditions are not usually favorable
I have had Friends, and lost my claim
tening ingredients, and then I re
for curing during the latter part of
to friendship.
membered that her size is what en ------------------------------- mT- June. It is true that lt takes longer I have had Love and let Its flame grow
dim;
ables her to hold her Job.
to cure early cut hay, but weather I have had Youth and wasted half Its
In the center of the strange and
conditions, according to record, are I havepleasures;
had Health and supple strength
motley array were two giraffe-necked
of limb.
as favorable In late June as in July.
To me haa come the aplendld call of
women which looked exactly as you
Another objection Is that hoed crops
Courage.
saw them in the picture published ln
require attention and must be cared The chance to rise out of the common
mt—
Saturday’s Courler-Oazette. They
for before the hay crop. Probably I was afraid to take the road to Great
Specialize en Chimes and French
ness.
were chaperoned by a Burmese ranee
this year the hay crop ls fully as Im And waited
Clocks
till Adventure's door was
or something of the sort, who did not
•hut.
portant to the dairyman as any hoed
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse crops he may have.
pay the slightest heed to the coy
Can Ood Himself. Who understands our
Jeweler
secrets.
glances they cast upon the sheik
“Growers who have practiced early
Now Located at
Forgive my life-long sin when I confess?
customers, and who appeared to be HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE cutting are thoroughly sold to the I am not worthy to be given Heaven.
wasted all Life's loveliness.
tremendously Interested In a native 404 Main Street
Rockland benefits derived. They state that. For I- have
Wilson Wood In British Weekly,

CUT YOUR HAY EARLY

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

I

>
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FOR THEIR WELFARE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Prison Sergeant Burton Ex-

Bear ye one another's burdens and
so fulfll the law of Christ.—Gal. 6:2.

plains

Salvation

Army

Work in the Institutions

WINS THREE IN A ROW
........ i t

Every-Other-Day

i

ATOR

■

But St. George Faces a Real Test At Waldoboro After
Two Very Narrow Escapes

KNOX—VERMONT AND MAINE

Up Vermont way they're pulling
every string that shall serve to
draw to those attractive regions the
vacation tourist. Attention is espe
cially called to the Appalachian
trail, with particular mention of
the fact that it leads over the
Green Mountains to the road over
which Gen. Knox and his troops
passed in the memorable Journey
of the cannons that he brought
down in dead of winter for the
fortifying of Boston, and the ejec
tion thereby of the British forces.
The Knox Trail is the name it
bears. Near it stands the oldest
Oongregationalist church in the
region. We mention these facts
because they touch upon similar
matters in our own parts which
beckon to the tourist. Against the
Knox Traildn Vermont and Massa
chusetts and the ancient church,
we set the Knox Memorial in
Thomaston and its accompanying
church of more than century age,
also ln its beginning bearing the
Oongregationalist badge. Here are
things in our own Eastern Maine
to delight the tourist heart and we
want the world to take knowl
edge of it.

GUARDING AGAINST FIRE

How about the rear premises?
Or culch of any sort lying around?
The National holiday is close upon
us. with its attendant danger from
fireworks of every kind. And
always there is the pestilent cigaret-butt, flung from the careless
hand. Whatever the note of warn
ing it is worth paying attention to,
in reli tion both to the private
premises and in particular the
regions at the rear of business
places, which never can be too
closely supervised, for they are
spots that invite the visitation of
the clandestine bottle, which in
association with the mischievous
cigaret has great potentiality for
trouble.
THE GAME OF CHESS
We note, with what we trust is
justifiable pride of patriotism, the
victory won by our United States
team of chess players, at the joint
meeting of experts from sixteen
countries, just held at Folkstone
in England. Chess we regard as a
game of supreme intellectual quali
ties. One requires for even its most
rudimentary pursuit the endow
ment of great mental genius and
unlimited time. It is probably the
lack of these essentials that has
rendered the game for this pres
ent wTiter practically impossible of
even remote achievement, although
he has made, spasmodic essays at
solving some of its presented prob
lems. Are there devotees of the
game in these coast parts of Maine?
We know there are checker players
here, of proved skill, and are always
pleased to embalm their achieve
ments in the local news. Is chess
awarded a rather more aristocratic
station in the realm of indoor
sports? We somehow cannot asso
ciate it with a barrel-top in a wayside country store, or the gather
ing place of the local inn, where at
checkers some mighty contests
have been overlooked by a gallery
of experts, following with held
breath the considered moves of
the neighborhood champions. And
these mostly wear good old Yankee
names; while as we have followed
it, the game of chess is clustered
about with designations unpronounceably Russian.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
This Week's Gaines
bases. E. Grafton 2, Lord 2, Plaisted
I have often been asked what
Sacrifices, Plaisted, Dailey, M. Saw- j
Tonight
—Camden at Rockland.
branch of work the Salvation ArmyWednesday—St. George at Waldo yer, Pales. Base on balls, off Stahl,
does among the various prisons ln
off Iffemey. Struck out, by Iffemey 5.
boro.
the United States. To start with
by Stahl, by Bennett 2. Hit by pitched
Thursday—Rockland at Camden.
Salvation prison workers do it volunPriday—Waldoboro vs. Thomaston, ball, Lord, Leonard, Murphy.
tarily led by Jesus Christ and the At Rockland.
St. George 4, Thom a: ton 2
Saturday—St. George at Camden.
i love of fallen men and women. In
Sunday <3 p. m i—Thomaston at “Murderers' Row” swung into
,11 of the Eastern States last year j
Rockland, and Camden at Waldo action in the sixth inning at St.
voluntary Salvation Army workers boro.
George last night and pulled the
spent 1400 hours in visitation, trying j
....
home team out ot what looked like
a bad hole. Except for this rally St.
to help and uplift and to bring a '
The League Standing
blessing and inspiration to the in- ! With three straight vlctories t0 its Georg? failed to make an earned
mates of various Jails and peniten- credlt the o]d questlon arue^-can run off Irving Condon, who pitched
tiaries In these states.
I gt Oeorge
stopped? Waldoboro one of the best games of his career.
About 25 percent of the prisoners
„yes.. and ls
t0 underUke Manager Rawley staked St. George's
we meet are what we call the defiant t0 prove u ,n t^row night's game fate on Westberg, who was hit ef
type, the kind that get out and go ftt Waldoboro. Here Is how the teams fectively ln onlv two innings and who
' back time after time, or as some of stand today:
finished in a blaze of glory by fan
the boys say doing life on the install
ning three successive batters. Con
W
ment plan. Then we have another St. George ........ 3
don also stru:k out three men in
class of about 20 percent who are de- Waldoboro
2
his last inning.
fectives or irresponslbles.
These Roland
1
Each team scored in the second
need supervision all the time, so 1 Thomaston
j
inning. Thomaston on a brother act
about 55 percent are what we call Camden
0
.000! by the Sawyers, and St. George on
accidentals or of the more hopeful
....
a wild heave by Eb. Grafton after
type and we find that about 85 per- |
_
Monahan's single. Another brother
,
,
Thomaston 6, Camden 3
cent of this latter class learn the
,
_
.
_ , .
act—this time by the Graftons
lesson which prison teaches and1
gave Thomaston its second and last
when they go out value their liberty
up to the third inning, at which point score in the fifth.
and remain free.
, _.
.
,
. ...
__
,
,
.
| Thomaston opened up a batting bar- Then came the sixth inning in
Salvationists learn to recognize the
. ...
.
,
( rage which did not cease until the which the whole story was told.
various complexes in the above . .. ,
.
., .
.. . „
K
sixth inning, by which time it had Hopkins grounded out to Felt, who
classes in the course of the work.
accumulated half a dozen runs. throughout the contest played bril
Besides the above mentioned we also
Camden scored only once more, thanks liantly at second base; Davidson's
meet the innocent complex while
i to the skillful hurling of "Tink" single was followed by Archer's
again we have to contend with the
Iffemey who promises to be of con double. Simmons' scratch and Westself-righteous. Then we find others
siderable assistance to Manager Fee- berg's single, the whole netting thr e
who are given up to despair and this han's team if he continues to improve I runs. From Thomaston s standpoint
is the class that we can deal with as he did Saturday and if he con- Archer s double was a bit of irony,
the easiest.
tinues to wield the bat as he did in as Condon fanned the doughtv
Last year, in this eastern territory that game.
! catcher every other time he appearalone, 1786 converts were made In
Thomaston had a new recruit in thc | ed at bat.
the various institutions, which means
person ol "Spud" Murphy, former The score:
that 1786 will be helping others to
Rockland High School star He looked
St. George
give up evil lives. Many prisons
ab r bh tb po a 0
good at third, as did Lord, Plaisted
have a Brighter Day League. The
and L Sawyer in their respective po- Hopkins, ss ...... 4 0 0 0 2 0 1
eastern territory alone now has a
sitions. The score:
Davidson, lb
3 1 1 l 8 0 0
membership of over 4000.
4 1 1 2 10 0 0
Thomaston
Archer, c ......
4 1
2 0 3 0
Simmons. 2b
a
e
ab
r
bh
PO
The Salvation Army helps these
0 Westberg. p...... 3 0 *2 2 2 3 0
men and women in different ways. E. Grafton. If ...... 4 1 0 2 0 o
3 1 0 0 0 2 0
Special contact,is kept with these F. Grafton, rf . ..... 5 0 I 1 0 0
4 0 1 1 2 0 0
members. Bible courses are arranged 8tone. cf ....... ,__ 5 0 2 1 2 0
3
0 0 0 1 0 0
1
4
5
1
1
0
for them and they are specially en Felt. 2b ________
2
0 0 0 2 0 0
5
0
2
L.
Sawyer,
ss
........
3
0
0
couraged along the road they start
3 1 0 3 1 1
ed. Jobs were secured for 1466 men
30 4 7 8 27 8 1
3 I 1 12 0 1
by the Army on their release and the
maston
4 1 1 5 1 0
same employment facilities are open M Sawyer, c ...
ab r bh tb PO a p
4 1 3 1 5 0
to all ex-prisoners paroled to the Iffemey, p ----E. Grafton, cf
3 1 1 2 1 0 1
Salvation Army. In addition to aid
3 0 1 1 0 0 0
36 6 9 27 18 3
ing the prisoners themselves every
4 0 0 0 1 0 0
iten
effort is made to give relief to their
4 0 • 0 2 6 1
ab r bh pc a
families on the outside. Whenever a
4 I 2 2 5 0 L Sawyar. ss .... 4 1 2 3 3 1 0
request is made investigation follows Plaisted, 2b
3 0 0 0 1 1 0
3 0 0 1 0 0
and every effort is put forth to ex-1 Dailey, cf ..
3 0 0 0 7 0 0
pedite aid; 2706 of this class were Thomas, c ............ 44 0 2 3 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 1 1 9 1 0
Boynton, rf
given relief last year.
3 0 0 0 0 0 o3 0 0 2 6 1
Someone asked, "Do the priso
1
2
1
1
3
3
take any interest in our work?"
3 0 1 3 0 0
31 2 5 7 24 9 2
4 1 1 13 0 0 it. George
01000300 X—4
1 0 0 0 1 0 "homaston .... 01001000 0—2
lor this kind of relief. Some ask; Stahl, p
2 0 1 0 2 0 Two-base hits, Archer. E. Grafton.
“Co the officials of these Institutions Bennett, p
1 0 0 • 0 0
assist the Army?” Yes, in every way ‘Greenlaw
berg 1. off Condon 3. Struck out, by
possible. For the prison work of the
32 3 8 27 16 2, Westberg 10. by Condon 8. Hit by
Salvation Army and the inmates is
00321000 0—S pitcher, Lowell, Fales. Sacrifice hits.
to advise and assist men and women Thomaston
F. Grafton, Murphy. Doubl?
Double play.
play,
to give up sin. The Army believes Camden ........ 111000010
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0—
—33 p.
Two-base hits, Thomas, Mayhew, Felt, L. Sawyer and Fales. Umpires.
strictly in no interference with any
Stolen Black and Quinn. Scorer. Winslow.
officials whatever. There is nothing Fales, Wadsworth, Stone
more harmful to the discipline of
1
these institutions than outside inter
SOUTH THOMASTON Misses Katherine Chisholm and
ference. Take our own Maine State
Nathalie Waldron were guests for a
Miss Jeanie McConchie is in Dan- few days of Miss Celia Crowley, and
Prison for instance. Some yellow
journal talk, read by the families ol ' vers. Mass., guest of her sister Mrs. Miss Ruth Harper visited Miss Miri
seme of these men who were in the J. C. Stanton and Thursday night am Wiggin.
prison got them so worried reading attended the graduation ol her niece
Misses Ethel Holbrook and Mary
the things said that some of Oie pris- Miss Ida Jean Stanton who was Sleeper who have completed their
oners sent for me. And one man es- salutatorian of her class,
flrst year at State Normal School,
pecially, with tears in his eyes, asked
Mrs. James Mitchell and son Gorham, are spending the vacation
her parif I would write his mother and tell
at their homes here.
the past
her that he was well and used well
A very exciting boll game Sunday
and there was no truth in the things week, and Saturday attended the big
was attended by the largest crowd
she and others read in the news. circus there.
The Pine Tree Girls 4-H Club and yet. Appleton vs. S.T.A.A. and re
Such things not only worry the
families outside but cause unrest | their leader Mrs. Edgar Ulmer at- sulted in victory for the latter with
among the men Inside, which in turn tended the field day at Union fair a score of 10-6.

SAVING RAGS AND PAPERS
It will be good news to the
housewife, this announcement that
oia newspapers and other grades of
paper, also all kinds of rags, are"
coming back into market because
the paper mills of New England are
demanding them. For some time
past these accumulations of the
home have gone into the fire, be
cause there were no collectors call
ing for them, prices had so fallen
off. Now the price has risen, we
are told, and the collector will
doubtless soon be making his ap
pearance. It should be worth the
while of all of us to begin holding
on to newspapers and other waste
paper and rags. We shall doubtless
be able soon to make some definite
announcement in the connection.
CROWDING TIIE DAV

We perceive the circus scheduled
to hold forth in this city upon the
day usually given over to national
celebration. If the matter had
been left to us we should have sug
gested a less concentrated arrange
ment. The circus is all right, in
its way, and so is July 4th, but to
pack the two of them into a single
day lays too severe a task upon the
holiday loving public. Wc should
prefer to see our city thronged for
circus purposes when the shops are
open, and general business thereby
enjoy from the visiting multitude
a proportion of activity that is
naturally associated with "Circus
Day.'’

puts more strain on the officials; in i grounds Saturday, 19 in all
j
fact makes it hard for everyone con-1 Master Robert Gregory of Rock- j
nested with the institutions in any I port is visiting his grandmother Mrs
Way.
! Georgia Snow.
• » • »
The children's day concert was one
Let the public see for itself what j cf the finest ever given here and was
the Maine State Prison is like and ; well attended. People of the comwhat the conditions are, and the munity were both surprised and
various, kinds of work carried on pleased with Mr. Witham’s anWarden Thurston or Deputy Warden I nouncement that he has been enHopkins will be pleased to explain to ' gaged to supply the pulpit in our
i anyone interested the workings of j little church during the summer.
' the institution; also what they hope i The grammar school picnic was
to accomplish for the good of all con- ' held Thursday at Whitcomb's Beach.
, nected with the prison. If you are A large company attended and
J interested in what they are doing ’ thoroughly enjoyed the perfect
say so. Above all, don't knock, but! weather and good time. The fact
[ remember that the officials are doing that the Methodist Sunday school
the best they can. No one realizes from Rockland was picnicking there
better than they do that the men in at the same time made the event
their care are human beings and they doubly pleasant, and mutual friends
are working and planning for the from both groups enjoyed meeting
welfare of all. That is why the Sal there.
Miss Arline Makenin has complet
vation Army goes to these prisons to
help instead of hinder and the work ed her first year at the State Normal
ers know the joy and consolation School at Farmington, and is spend
that come in being able to carry to ing the vacation at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Jackson, Mrs.
the ones shut away, a Gospel of hope
and regeneration; a Gospel of power Hattie Jackson and Samuel Jackson
to men and women who are iu the motored Saturday night to Boston
where some members of the party
direst need of it.
saw the ball game and Mrs. Jackson
H. Burton,
Salvation Army Prison Sergeant. visited her son Clarence.
Miss Celia Crowley and Miss
The man who follows the horses Miriam Wiggin were guests at a
generally finds that the horses he fol house party given by Miss Nathalie
lows follow the other horses.—Florida Waldron at Spruce Head the first of
last week; the latter port of the week
■ Times-Unioa.

Mrs. J. P. Norton and daughter
Dorothy of Brighton, Mass., have
opened their home here for the sum.
mer.
Miss Helen Sleeper or the Bridgewater i Mass .) Normal School faculty
is spending a vacation at her home
here and has recently bought a lat
est model Ford coach.
Mrs. H. B. Goodenough of Brigh
ten, Mass., is spending the summer
here with her daughter Mrs. C. L.
Sleeper.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Anita Odell arid family of
Salem, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Sadie
Davis.
Herman Mank and friend of East
Gardner, Mass., are passing a few
days with Dora Mank.
Several persons from this place at
tended the graduations Friday both
at Union and Waldoboro.
Mrs. Annie Hopkins of Cooper's
Mills has been visiting her sister
Maude Mank for several days.
Ruth Howard is visiting friends in
Rockland.
Eva Wright of Reading, Mass., is
with her sister Della Bornheimer for
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Mank were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dean
Saturday night and Sunday.
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BUY NOW! •

While they,last—all Kelvinators
in stock will be sold at the old, low prices!

have advanced—as much
as from 22 to 102 per cent on many mate
rials used by Kelvinator. Consequently, Kelvinator
prices must go up also because Kolvinator will
not build a second rate, “cheap” electric refrig
erator to meet a low price And if materials
costs continue to go up—Kelvinator will increase
prices again.
•
OMMODITY PRICES

C

On June 28th prices on all Kelvinator models,
go up. In the meantime, we shall continue to sell
all Kelvinators we have on hand at the present
low prices. You can sate the difference by placing
your yrder NOW—before June 28th. Only a
few days left. Hurry—before some one gets the
model YOU WANT! Only a limited stock of
the different models on hand.

Until June 28th

Installed

CENTRAMMAI N E
FOWtltXbMMMY
THE “ONE WAY VOTE"
Rcult Of Popularity Votes Not Fair
Index, Newbert Point' Out
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mr. Cael of Matinicus frankly
avows his ignorance of some ques
tions. but he subconsciously perhaps,
hit upon a great truth, that is, the
people cf bur country are tired of
being benefited and blessed.
A certain people once became
tired of the Sayiour's miracles and
teachings and when the question was
put, they said: “Release unto us Barrabas!" The Abolitionists were not
popular, as history records the case
of Elijah Lovejoy and William Lloyd
Garrison.
People are tired o; being good, if
ever they were so inclined, which
«
accounts for several things. That
Is why the movie theatres are filled
and the churches are empty. There
is not much “thrill" to church at
tendance. Neither can the church
compete with the dance hall, the
automobile, the golf course in popu
larity. ,
Anything having the semblance of
a thrill or kick has the Inside track
of morals, ethics, or spiritual bless
ing. These thrills and kicks can in
a measure be supplied by the arti
ficial conditions supplied by liquor
and its environment. And all people
need not necessarily be drinkers to
look at life through the eyes of, not
immorality, but unmorality. Thc
two conditions taken together ac
count for much of the repeal senti
ment. The trend of the masses is
to “go It while you’re young." there's
time enough for spiritual things
later in life.
Were we to stage a popularity se
lection. say with Babe Ruth and Max
Baer on one side, and Evangeline
Booth and Tom Noonan on the
other side, which would win? It
would not require a Literary Digest
polk Yet which two are nf the
most use to humanity?
No, indeed Were I to compare the
respective virtues of an enforced
prohibitory law versus a wide open
liquor traffic, I would be far out of
the way in accepting the popular
vote as my guide. There are some
things not clear to any of us. such
as th? next landing place of the fleaminded American voter. Long ago
we decided it our "inherent right”
to choose our own way to Heaven.
In this age people demand the same
latitude in their search for Gehenna.
From what I have heard of Ma
tinicus. it is a nice quiet, healthful
locality. But let some tough gink
from the world at large start a rum

shop on your island, what then?
You folks would doubtless rise uc

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
P. 8.—Why the one way vote?
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Printing Plant
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. We print every
thing printable froijn a Calling Card to the Largest
Poster.
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
and our workmanship is done by artists of years’
experience.
Now is the time to have your personal, business and
advertising printing done at our
our new
new low
prices.
low prices.

LETTERHEADS
BILLHEADS,
STATEMENTS
ENVELOPES,
FLYERS,
CARDS, ETC.,

$9.95
And

Per 1000

Parcel Post on each 1006 15c Extra

Order Now! Prices Are Going Up
Butter Paper printed in Blue or Black Ink
1000 Sheets, half pound size,
$3.00
1000 Sheets, one pound size,
Milk Bills, 1000,
In 5000 Lots

$3.7 5
$1,50

SPECIAL OFFER
One year s subscription to The Courier-Gazette Free
with each order of Wedding Invitations
or Announcements

Embossed Letter Printing
Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
tionery, announcements, cards, folders, etc. We are
the only printers in Knox County using this up-todate process.
Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
figure with you

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 27, 1933

CHISHOLM’S
COCOANUT
CAKES
Made From Fresh
Ground Coroanuts

24c doz.

CREAM

MINTS

r

Six Flavors

29c lb.

OLD HOMESTEAD

ASSORTED
CHOCOLATES

25c lb.

JUMBO

SALTED

PEANUTS
20c lb.

DELICIOUS

SODAS
JUMBO SIZE

10c

OUR SODAS
ARE

Cold and
Delicious

Mission
Grapefruit Drink
Made from Uie
Real Fruit

5c a glass

OUR

ICE CREAM
Ls made in our store

by the newest and most
sanitary renditions

sVItMSMSU .os

s

We Solicit Your Trade
Giving You First Quality

Confections

CHISHOLM’S
ROCKLAND

Page Three

Troop 2 Boy Scouts will meet at the
Rockland Encampment, I.O.O.F.,
There will be no meeting of Troop
church at 6 p. m. next Monday night will hold no meeting Wednesday 3, Boy Scouts, until further notice.
for a hike. Take lunch.
night.
June 25-30— Rotary International hold*
G. Walter Kimball is In Boston at
ts world convention In Boston.
For the convenience of telegraph the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital for
June 27 — Lincoln County Pomona
At Community Park tonight.: Rock
meets with Meenahga Orange, Waldo
land vs. Camden ln the Twilight patrons the Western Union office a few days and wlll be pleased to hear
boro
July 1—Outboard regatta at Chlcka- League. Get the habit before too will close at 10 daylight every night from any friends.
PATTERNS WE CARRY MrCALL
VOGUE . . . HOLLYWOOD 115*5
waukee Lake.
for the remainder of the summer.
July 3—Monthly meeting of City Gov much of the summer is gone.
ernment.
Dr. Nell A. Fogg, Dr. William Elling
July 4—Independence Day.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets wood and Dr. J. G. Hutchings ot
July 4—Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus on
Baraca 'ClaJs will serve a public
Pleasant street grounds.
supper Saturday from 5 to 7 in the Thursday evening at 7.30 for busi Camden are attending a meeting of
Sept. 11—8peclal State election.
Methodist vestry, with Mrs. Ida Sim ness only. The meeting of Thursday, the Maine Medical Society at Poland
WEATHER
mons and Mrs. Minnie Rogers as July 6, will be the final one of the today.
season.
The early riser this morning looked chairmen.
In connection with the recent edi
out upon a world blanketed by an obJohn Taylor, the genial secretary torial dealing with the subject of
The
Gloveritee
were
defeated
by
the
xuring fog, which the Baptist vane,
of the Camden Y.M.CA, is attend coach-dogs, Mrs, W. R, Stewart of
headed to southwest, Indicated the Chisox in a hard' fought ball game ing the leadership training camp of
Union street informs the paper that
St. Georges River as the route by last night at Fogarty field, losing out the Y.M.C.A. at Winthrop, having
Charles Poole of Bremen is the own
ln
the
last
inning
7
to
6.
H.
Glover
which lt had arrived in this neighbor
charge of the music program.
er of a thoroughbred coach-dog, for
hood. It was a fog that shut your and A. Rogers were the batteries for
which he has been offered a consid
the
losers
and
Ed
Chisholm
and
vision from the harbor and gave to
A special meeting (of the Knox erable sum.
the automobile only a brief distance Ralph Grlndle did the honors for the County Amateur Wireless Associa
ahead of you a weird and ghostlike winners.
tion is to be held at 7.30 Thursday
Commencing this week the New
appearance. Not especially a wet fog
night in the clubroom. Officers are York train will arrive Wednesday and
Members of the Pine Tree Out
—Just a fog, which the steadily mount
to be elected and certain amend Saturday at 7 20 a. m. (standard), and
board Club have an Important meet
ing sun will probably disperse as the
ments acted upon.
returning will leave Rockland at 6.20
ing ln the American Legion hall at
day advances—sort of a dog days
(standard) on Wednesday and Sun
The same famous odors and the same fine quality
About 50 members of the Maine
hint. Further east the Amberjack Il Camden tonight, and supper will be
day nights. The train which has been
served
at
6.
The
session
ls
oT
special
that has made Coty one of the world’s outstanding
Federation of BPW Club members arriving at 9.30 a. m. Wednesdays and
ls getting the stillest kind of a dose.
manufacturers.
Morning radio says showers and clear Importance as final plans will be are planning to attend the national Saturdays will be cancelled on those
made for next Sunday's opening re convention in Jacksonville, DI., next
ing for tomorrow.
days, as well as the train which has
gatta at Chickawaukie Lake.
month and to visit also the Century been leaving on the afternoons ot
Regular 2.20 Toilet Water, ( 2 oz.),
$1.00
of Progress Exposition in Chicago. Wednesday and Sunday.
Clifford Raye and family have
Regular
4.40
Toilet
Water,
(4
oz).
1.75
Boston this present week is given Heading the party will bt Miss Ber
moved to their new home on Prescott
over to the convention of Rotary In tha A. Hudson of Winthrop, State
Regular 1.00 Talc Powder,
,50
street.
CAMDEN
ternational, which sees in attendance president.
Regular 1.65 Dusting Powder (see cut),
1.00
8500 delegates, representing more than
Mrs. Philip Lee and family of Phil
Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lind
a half-hundred nations of the world.
Funeral services were held Sunday adelphia are spending the summer at
bergh leave in a few weeks on a flight
The Rockland Rotary Club is repre for Mrs. Nellie M. Nash at her
Sale of BATHING SUITS now on
their cottage at Melvin Heights.
to Greenland.
sented1 by its president, Charles W Granite street home, Rev. George H
Mr and Mrs. Edwin F. Burkett and
Sheldon, Alan L. Bird, president elect, Welch officiating. The bearers were
The sewing circle of Rutn Mayhew
Fred Hansen motored to Skowhegan
» SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest A. Thurston, I. Leslie Cross, E. C. Moran, Willis I.
Tent meets tomorrow afternoon with
for a weekend trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L Brown, Mr. Ayer and Edward W. Cross and in
Mrs. Arthur Rokes, Limerock street.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge meets
and Mrs. Kelley B. Crie, Mr. and Mrs. terment was in Achorn cemetery.
ren und he was filling his third con
WARREN
evening.
Children's PRESIDENT AT NORTH IIAVEN I
Mr. and Mrs. George Nash and Wednesday
The Island plane service wlll go Elmer B Crockett.
secutive term when stricken, with
night
will
be
observed
with
a
Jack
Joshua Treat and family of Winteron three trips beginning July 1,
The Courier-Gazette correspon- ( The story of the Saturday evening two years more to serve. His work in
Richard Anderson, 18, is not dead; port were here to attend the services. and Jill wedding in the afternoon,
planes leaving at 8.12 and 4, stand
dent
of the Island writes:
Alumni reception is withheld for the all lines was considered efficient and
followed by a supper for the children.
on the contrary he is a very lively
ard time.
paper
’s next issue.
his manner most courteous and
To
say
that
North
Haven
folk
youth, but with features considerably
Even theatrical personages find
'Henry’s Wedding,” will be present
obliging at all times. In these ways
Anyone
needing
transportation
to
disarranged
as
the
result
of
being
time
to
play
basebahi.
The
Strand
were
excited
over
the
arrival
of
ed
in
the
opera
house
July
20-21,
The concrete foundations are be
he will be greatly missed.
ing made for the lunch car hwlch is struck by an automobile while he was Theatre team trimmed the Comique under the auspices of the Camden- President Roosevelt at Cabot's Cove, the Rebekah picnic and children’s
Funeral services were held Mon
day
observance
to
be
held
June
29
at
riding
his
bicycle
Saturday.
The
im

Theatre
outfit
at
Camden
Sunday
by
Rockport
Lions
Club.
There
will
be
Pulpit Harbor, is no exaggeration.
to be located Just south of Crockett's
day from the late home, Rev. H. I.
Sandy
Shores,
South
Pond,
is
asked
pact
threw
him
five
feet
in
the
air.
the
civilized
score
of
7
to
4.
Gardner
125
local
people
In
the
cast
and
the
Everyone
was
raised
to
the
n'th
deparement store.
He landed on the hood of the motor and Cotta were the rival pitchers. production promises to be one of the degiee of elation. A few were to get in touch with Mrs. Edna Holt officiating. The bearers were
1 William Russell, Maurice Studley,
Ralph Ulmer Camp will serve sup car, and rebounded into the ditch Among the features were a marvelous best attractions of the year.
enabled to go on board the Amber Moore, and to take picnic lunch.
Maurice Cunningham, and Herbert
Dorcas
Circle
of
King's
Daughters
per tomorrow at 6 30 for members of where he lay unconscious and bleed one-hand catch by Dean of a wild
Kenneth Robertson, manager of jack II and shake hands with the
camp and auxiliary. The auxiliary ing profusely. This gave rise to the throw from third, and the slugging by Comique Theatre, has returned from President; among them being Solo are invited to picnic Wednesday at K. Thomas. Interment was at the
will have its Anal meeting of the sea statement that his injuries had been Hussey and Philbrook, the former vacation. While away he attended mon H. Parsons or “Uncle Sol” as he the Fred Thorndike cottage, Ingra Riverview cemetery. Deceased was
a member of St. Georges Lodge,
fatal. He was badly cut about the making three singles and a double.
son at 7 30.
the reunion of his class at Yale Col is known to everyone, and who pre ham Hill, Rockland, Mrs. Leola Wig
F.&A.M.,
and also of Georges River
gin
the
hostess.
face, but is up and around.
lege.
sented the President with some lob
Lodge, K. of P. The beautiful floral
Members of the Epworth League
Camp Laughing Loon, on little
The
committees
for
the
midsum

Members of the Camden Fire De sters. Uncle Sol is the oldest male
of the local M. E. Church who went
Each ot the three services at the Ossipee Lake, Waterboro Center,
mer fair, Aug. 10, sponsored by the offerings were tokens of the esteem
partment
spent Sunday at the camp resident of North Haven and recent
to Bucksport yesterday to attend First Baptist Church Sunday saw the opens Its 16th season tomorrow,
Congregational
ladies' circle, are os from his neighbors, friends, and co
of Eugene Thompson at Spruce Head. ly celebrated his 87th birthday.
follows;
Miscellaneous,
Mrs. Iva Mc workers.
the annual institute for Methodist auditorium filled, the evening espe everything ready for the girl camp
Herbert Alexander is home from Herman Crockett took the register Kellar, Mrs. Nellie Wellington, Mrs.
Among those who attended the
young people were Julia Molway, cially presenting a packed house. The ers and the councillor advisors. Miss
of Haven’s Inn, which President
Ruth Marston, Donna deRochemont. occasion was the visit of the Dudley Agnes Skillin, one of Maine's talented the Tilton (N.H.) School to spend the Grant signed in 1873 when he was Rosina Buber, Mrs. Ollve Peabody, funeral from out of town were Mrs.
summer vacation.
George Savage and son Charles
Victor Danello, Charles Emery, Jr.. Radio Carollers of the Yankee Net musicians, is returning for the sec
a guest here, and obtained Roose Miss Edna F. Boggs; entertainment,
ond
year
as
music
and
dramatic
di

Savage of Northeast Harbor, and Mr.
Mrs. Justice Lee of Washington,
Mrs.
Florence
Gardiner,
Mrs.
Mary
Stanley Gay, Winfield Chatto, Edith work, well-known to the radio audi
velt's signature to it. Some other's
Berggren, Gladys Strout. Hasel ence of New England The addresses rector. Miss Skillin, who is well D. C., has arrived at her summer who were fortunate in getting on Berry, Mrs. Abbie J. Newbert, Mrs. and Mrs. Charles L. Robinson of
known here through her affiliation home at Melvin Heights.
Rockland.
Vasso, Charles Ellis and Carol were by Howard W. Ferrin, president
board the yacht and meeting the Nettie Vinal, Mrs. Eleanor Barrett;
Kenneth Beverage of Boston is
candy,
Mrs.
Ella
Cunningham,
Mrs.
of the Providence Bible Institute, a with the State Federation of Music
Gardner,
President were Poster Snow', Her
Clubs and also with the Ethelbert spending a few weeks in town.
Edna White, Mrs. Flora McKellar,
gifted speaker, and there was singing
ROCKPORT
bert Parsons, Clifford Parsons, Nor
Stephen Gushee has moved his
A reader thinks that the outside by the ladies' trio and by F. Carlton Nevin Club of Sanford, her home
Mrs. Edna Moore, Miss Alice Walter;
man Morrison, Stanley Quinn,
towns will have to provide the circus Booth, musical director of the Carol town, was one of the Atwater Kent studio from Mechanic street to 19
fancy work, Mrs. Sadie Barrows, Mrs.
Weston Wall and Frank Salisbury
George Quinn. Elliot Beverage and
audition
winners
a
few
years
ago.
Grove
street.
crard in this city July Fourth, and lers. The programs were of striking
Nettie Jameson, Mrs. Dda Russell, were injured yesterday when their
Minor Patton. The last three pre
John McGrath of Boston is in
Mrs. Grace Campbell, Mrs. Laura car left the highway at Hopkins Corhe bases that belief on the fact that excellence and closely held the Inter
Three Secret Service men, follow
sented him
with strawberries,
town, called by the death of hls
Starrett,
Mrs. Julia Watts, Mrs. E ner and turned over several times.
the Rockland and Thomaston bat est of the large audiences.
ing in the trail of the Presidential
George Quinn taking cream, sent
brother Peter McGrath.
Belle Walker, Mrs. Martha Brigham, j Salisbury was quite badly cut, and
teries of Coast Artillery will be in
party, were guests at The Thorndike
by Mrs. John Crockett.
The echoes and about everything
At the Comique Theatre Tuesday
Mrs. Evelyn Vining, Miss Frances j Wall was taken to the Camden hos
camp at Port Williams, the Ameri
Friday night. In the course of a con
Spear: aprons, Mrs. Alice Watts, | pital for observation.
can Legion boys and Auxiliary will else in the middle St. Georges river versation with Donald H. Fuller, In tlie attraction will be “State Fair,”
THE CLUB TOURNAMENTS
Mrs. Elizabeth Munsey, Mrs. Ruby
be attending the Portland conven valley are having a busy time of It spector Starling made inquries as to featuring Will Rogers and Janet
STATE OF MAINE
Kalloch, Mrs. Alice Mathews, Mrs.
tion. and many citizens will be at this week, for Gordon Richardson is the residence of Senator White Gaynor; Wednesday and Thursday,
Arnold Rogers came into his own at
County of Knox, ss.
tending the Fourth of July celebra entertaining a group of his youth- "And he is white, too," said Mr Buster Crabbe in "King of the the weekly handicap tournament at Olive Holt, Mrs. Nancy Clark, Miss
To the Honorable Justice of the Su
Mary Wyllie; quilts, Mrs. Flora Pea- J perior Court, next to be holden at Rock
Jungle;" Friday , Kay Francis ln
| ful contemporaries at a house party
tion in Belfast.
Starling, adding "he is one of the
the Country Club Sunday with a
land
within and for aald County on thc
at Camp Richardson. The old locks most popular men in Washington.” "Cynara;" Saturday, “Under the
bedy, Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, Mrs. first Tuesday
of November, 1933
sparkling 77 for gross nd a net of 62
Tonto
Rim."
Jessie
Walker.
Mrs.
Gertrude
Hahn;
|
Tekla
M Erickson of South Thomas
Because of economic conditions built for Gen. Knox visionary steam The inspector was much interested to
for top honors. Not to be outdone,
ton In said County respectfully repre
the proposed firemen's muster, which boat, the abandoned McLoon quar learn that he was in the home town
Tonight a meeting of the Pine Tree
grabs, Mrs. Janet Robinson, Miss sents that her maiden name was Tekla
Dr. Howard played flne golf to snatch
that she was married to John
was to have been sponsored by ries and kilns, the old powder mill. of thc late Gen. H. M. Lord. “He Outboard Club will be held in Cam
Susan Stevens, Mrs. Gertrude Star Makinen:
E Erickson at Boston. In the Common
second place with a net of 67. Third
Winslow-Holbrook Post has been muskraT houses, eel pots, a singing was my best friend in Washington,” den at the Legion rooms. Plans will
rett, Mrs. Katie Starrett; punch, wealth of Massachusetts on the ntth
place was shared by Dr. Foss and
of September, 1925: that subse
Mrs. Anna Starrett, Miss Harriet P. day
definitely called off, and Charles M sawmill and the interesting details he said. Inspector Starling was well be made for the regatta to be held at
quent to Said marriage the parties here
Kennedy Crane, each with net 71.
Chickawaukie
Lake
July
1st.
At
6
to
resided
In said Boston and at Rock
Stevens;
supper,
Mrs.
Carrie
Smith,
Lawry of the Maine State Hand En of the Starrett and Hills dairy farms acquainted with Mr. Quan, the local
The score;
land. aforesaid, aa husband and wile,
Mrs. Adelaide Norwood, Mrs. Alzada until October 6, 1928. since which date
gine League has been definitely have added zest to camp routine. restaurant man whom he saw fre p m. the social committee will serve
A. C Rogers ...........
77—15—*62
has lived within the State of
notified to that effect by Austin Francis McAlary has the task of quently while tlie latter was a chef a lobster stew with fixings. It is the E B Howard .........
92— 25—67 Simmons, Mrs. Alice Brown, Mrs. she
that she has always conducted
wish
of
the
commodore
and
members
A.
W.
Foss
91—20—71 Ruth Philbrook, Miss M. Grace Maine:
herself
toward her said husband as a
Brewer chairman of the Legion com handling the trio which includes Dick on the Presidential Yacht Mayflower.
Kennedy Crane .....
90— 19—71
that
every
member
of
this
organiza

true,
faithful
and affectionate wife, but
W D. Ladd ............
93— 21—72 Walker, Miss Harriet Hahn, Miss that her said husband,
mittee. In response to an inquiry Ellingwood, Charles Toner and "He's a fine fellow," said Mr. Starling.
unmindful of hls
tion will make an effort to be pres A. C. Jones ...........
91— 18—73 Rosa Spear.
marriage
vows
and obligations, has been
Gordon.
recently made of The Courier-OaE R Veazie ........
88-1 4-74
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
ent. The eats will be good and plenty R. 8orrent ............
e • • •
93—19—74
zette Mr. Lawry states that the last
The annual meeting of Rebekah
toward her; and also that at Boston,
90—15—75
R Marshall ............
of them.
Harry
M.
Robinson
aforesaid, on said October 6, 1928, the
News
has
been
received
here
of
Lodges, District 16, held In this city
H Glendennlng
firemen’s muster in this city was
93—15—78
libelee utterly deserted your libelant
The annual Dutch garden party of W.
Lucien Oreen .......
99-20-79
the recent death ln Melrose. Mass, of Friday brought close to 200 attend
News of the sudden death of Post and she avers that such desertion has
held Aug. 10, 1928.
the Ladies of the G.A.R., will be held
Saturday's handicap tournament^ master Harry M. Robinson, 56, which continued for three consecutive years
George M. Hall, at one time con ants, those from the district towns
next prior to the filing of this libel
July 14, at the home of the president, always an interesting cvnt, though
The ball playing Lions are highly nected with a local apothecary store. of Rockland, Camden, Tenant’s Har
occurred early Friday evening, was a
Wherefore she prays that the bonds
Mrs. Alice Kennedy, Mountain street. with a smaller field, saw E. R. Veazie
matrimony now existing between her
great shock to this community, al of
pleased with the result of thetr sec After going to Massachusetts he bor, Vinalhaven, Stonington and
and
the said John E. Erickson may be
The following will be in charge ol the winner, with gross 80 and net 66.
though it was generally known that dissolved by divorce and that the custody
ond game ln which they defeated the engaged In the coal business as senior Swan's Island being augmented by
of Eleanor F, minor child of the parties
the various tables: Fancy and useful Walter Ladd was runner-up, gross 91,
his health was poor^uid that at times hereto, may be awarded to her until
Forty Club experts 10 to 8. The new member of the firm of Hall & Ben visitors from Augusta, Brunswick,
articles, Miss Gladys Coose, Mrs.
net 69. H. A. Buffum, whose first he suffered greatly from angina pec further order of the Court under such
king lion, Albert Elliot, started his son, later becoming sole proprietor. Bath, Monson, North Anson and ether
conditions touching Its support and
Clara Pullen, Mrs. Tena Salisbury;
administration off right bv Ditching The apothecary store In which towns. Special guests were Grand candy, Mrs. Addie Harville; ice cream, round was 46. had a gross 95 and net toris. He had appeared to be some maintenance aa may appear reasonable
just.
what better the past few weeks and and
"heads up" ball, and most of the young Hall was clerk, was owned oy Master ReV. Melvin Hutchings of .sandwiches and tea, Mrs. Alice Ken 70, making him a close third.
Your libelant further avers that the
present
whereabouta of her husband Is
it was hoped he would continue to
heavy hitting Forties found them Seth E. Benson, who came from Searsport, Mrs Belle Lewis of Auburn, nedy, Mrs. Lura Bryant, Mrs. Roxie
unknown to her and cannot be ascer
improve.
Much
sympathy
is
felt
for
tained by the exercise of reasonable
selves powerless under the spell of Boston and after practicing dentis president of the Rebekah Assembly Whitehouse, Mrs. Lillian Lincoln,
A recent cable states that King Al
diligence.
hls delivery. With ‘‘Spud” Murphy try for awhile went Into the drug of Maine, and several district depu Mrs. Sadie Alexander; rummage. fonso intends to save his money. the widow, and the son George, 10
(81gned) TEKLA M. ERICKSON.
Dated Juhe 28. 1933
behind the bat It was a strong com business ln S";xar block, the business ties, also some past presidents under Miss Margaret Robbins, Mrs. Callie Perhaps he's saving up for a reigny years of age, who so much needs his
OF MAINE
father, and the two brothers Charles County of STATE
bination. McLoon and Tirrell were which later passed into the hands the jurisdiction of New Hampshire. Thompson, Mrs.
Knox. ss.
June 26. 1933
Ada Payson; day.—Smith's Weekly.
Then
personally
appeared Tekla M
L.
of
Rockland
and
William
H.
of
on the mound for the Forty Club—a of W. H. Kittredge and is still carried The afternoon was given over to ex cake, Miss Harriet L. Gill, Mrs. Mae
Erickson snd made oath to the truth of
Warren who have scarcely recovered the foregoing, by her subscribed
BORN
resouceful pair which however failed on. Benson was an uncle to his emplifying portions of ritual work, Young. All members not otherwise
Before me,
—At Rockland, June 15, to Mr from the loss last August of their
to stop the Jungle beasts' rampage. young clerk. Mr. Hall never last •nd in the evening Maiden Cliff Lodge solicited are asked to contribute cake. FEYLER
CHARLES T. SMALLEY
and Mrs. Kenneth D. Feyler, a daugh beloved sister Mrs. Forrest Spear.
ISeal
|
Notary Public.
Everett Munsey wore the mitts. Of love for hls native town and spent of Camden conducted a memorial flowers or candy.
ter, Valerie Frances.
STATE
OF MAINE
Mr. Robinson was bom in Warren IL. 8 |
his summers here until recent times. service ln a beautiful and impressive
course there'll be a rubber game.
• • • •
MARRIED
Feb. 25, 1877, son of Mr. and Mrs. Knox, ss
manner. Miriam Rebekah Lodge, the
Peter McGrath
Clerk's Office, Superior Court,
PEARSONS - 8MALL — At Waterbury. Hilliard W. Robinson (Adella Has
The Commandery Masons came hostess, conferred the degrees in an
An attempt wlll be made to open
ln vacation
Conn. lune 22, Frank T Pearsons of
Peter McGrath, 40 died at hls
Rockland,
June 26. A D. 1933
kell),
of
a
family
of
five,
four
boys
Water.',u.y
(formerly
of
Rockland
I
and
back
from
St.
John's
Day
outing
at
the Limerock street playground in
efficient manner.
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered.
home on Mechanic street Sunday
Miss Doris E. Small, formerly of Cresand one girl. He attended the War That the Libellant give notice to salil
the immediate future. The associa Oakland Park feeling that they had
night, following an illness of many cent Beach.
John E Erickson to appear before our
ren
schools
Including
the
High
Chasing
a
President
’
s
yacht
when
spent
the
hours
very
happily
in
the
tion has only $21 in its treasury
Superior Court to be holden at Rock
months). He was born In Brooklyn,
DIED
School, and later on took a course land. within and for the County of
and no prospects of other funds ex beautiful grove, and saying all man you don't know whether that yacht
N. Y., son of Patrick and Mary Reed HALL—At' Melrose. Mass., June —,
on the flrst Tuesday of November
at the Rockland Business College Knox
cept through voluntary contribu ner of nice things about that dinner is going into Tenant's Harbor. Rock McGrath, but the greater part of hls George M. Hall, native of Rockland.
A. D. 1933. by publishing an attested
-opy of said Libel, and this order there
tion. This money in hand will Just of hot boiled lobsters, baked clams and land o? Camden, and finally learn
Camden, June 25, Peter He was employed some years as pack on, three weeks successively In The Cou
iife had been spent ln Camden. He McGRATH—At
aged 40 years, 9 months, 2 er at the Rice and Hutchins shoe rier-Gazette. a newspaper printed ln
pay for repairs to equipment neces strawberry shortcake. J. E. Roberts that it is none of these three ports, leaves his wife, two sons Peter Jr., McGrath,
days. Funeral Tuesday morning at
Rockland In our County of Knox, the
sary to safe operation. There is a had personal charge of the bake, and furnishes plenty of excitement on a and Stephen, parents Mr. and Mrs. the Lady of Good Hope Catholic shop, following which he went to last
publication to be thirty days at least
Church,
Camden.
Northeast Harbor, working os clerk prior to said first Tuesday of November
distinct demand and need for the it ls quite certain that no better clams summer’s day. So Mrs. E. K. Leigh Patrick McGrath of Camden and
ROGERS—At Camden, June 27, Oeorge
next, that he may there and then ln
the opening of the plant however so ever came from beneath a blanket ol ton and a party of feminine guests three brothers, John of Boston,
Horace Rogers, aged 85 years, 5 at the Asticou Inn there for several our aald court appear and show cause.
months, 9 days. Funeral Thursday at years, winning the close friendship If any he have, why the prayer of said
the directors are hoping to 6ecure seaweed. Al Briggs never made found when they set out last Friday Francis, agent of the Eastern Steam
Libellant should not be granted.
2 o'clock from the residence, 82 Bay
of his employers Mr. and Mrs. George
to
locate
the
Amberjack
II.
The
strawberry
shortcake
before,
but
will
View street.
WM H FISHER
support from the city's R.F.C. fund
ship Lines, Inc., at Camden, and
Justice of the Superior Court.
Savage by his conscientious service |L.A S|
or, failing in this, to secure volun have plenty of invitations to do so Leighton yacht Korona stuck man Thomas, employed on the steamer
true copy of the Libel and Order of
there, and through whose influence the Court thereon.
tary scrvles by several girls as di in the future, so successful was the fully on the Job however, and its Southport of the Eastern Steamship
Attest:
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
he obtained a position at the Asticou
rectors and the contribution of result. The repast was an Informal "prey" was located near Whitehead Lines. The deceased was clerk at the
MILTON M. ORIFFIN. Clerk.
If
you
are
a
subscriber
to
76-T-82
An
attempt
to
go
alongside
was
Inn
at
Smyrna,
Fla.,
for
three
sea

funds for the smdll running ex one and is believed to have raised
Camden boat wharf. Funeral was
The Courier-Gazette and are
sons.
Oct.
27,
1915,
he
was
united
in
averted
by
the
maneuvers
of
a
con

Masonic
feeding
capacities
to
a
new
penses.
leaving home for any time, long
held Tuesday morning at the Lady of
marriage to Miss Janet Hysom,
level. Cards, barnyard golf, fishing voy, but when it was found that the
or snort, let us mall the paper to
Good Hope Catholic Church, Rev. J.
you
during
your
absence.
The
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John
Korona
was
laden
almost
wholly
and
Just
lounging
around
were
the
Specials for balance of this ■'Week:
A. Flynn of Rockland officiating, and
regular copy of the paper will
Hysom of Christmas Cove and to
CABINS, RESTAURANT,
Large, healthy chicks, 15 for $1 days diversions. C. Earle Ludwick by women the "interference” grace burial in Mountain Street cemetery.
go to the home as usual. Just
them one child Oeoige, was born.
Bred from prize winners. Barred was general chairman, and omnipres fully retired and the Korona rode
telephone the address to the
LUNCHEONETTE
During the World War, Mr. Rob
comfortably close to the Amberjack
office, or mail a card. The paper
and
White
Plymouth
Rocks ent in attention to his duties.
CARD OF THANKS
NOW OPEN
wlll follow wherever you go, and
inson served as clerk at thc Gilchrist
II until the latter had dropped
We wish to express our sincere thanks
Rhode Island Reds, Wyandottes and
the many friends and neighbors who
will stop on notice when you ar
shipyard
in
Thomaston.
In
January,
Baraca Class supper Saturday from anchor in Cabot's Harbor, North to
WARREN,
ME.
TEL. H-2
White Leghorns, at Stover’s, Rockhave been so kind to us the past year
rive home. There will be do
1923, he received his appointment as [
Haven. A megaphone conversation and during our recent bereavement.
PARTIES SOLICITED
nd Complete line seeds and ferti- 5 to 7, M. E. vestry, 25 cents.adv.
charge.
Mrs. Harry Robinson, Oeorge Savage
was maintained the while.
45-lt
postmaster at the office here in War
76-77
sers.
76-78
Robinson.

TALK OF THE TOWN

COTY’S

TOILETRIES

“THE LIFE-SAVER”

VERSES ON MAINE

Vacations

Eighth Grade Pupils Try a Reviewing the Work of the

and

Health
Eminent Authority and Chief Medical Director
New Yorfc Life Insurance Company

CAMP life

Past Term Accomplished

Native State

By the Pupils

O. rugged Maine, my pleasant home
For thirteen years and more.
Your people love you for your lakes,
Your mountains and your shore.
If I should go away from Maine.
This grand old state.
Her beauties rare to all I meet—
I surely shall relate
Vieno Kangas 8-3.

Bv Dr. ERNEST H. LINES

♦

Hand At Exploiting Their

LAMENT
At thc close of day
When far away
From friends.
I often pine
For that home of mine
In Maine.

•

'AMPINQ In the woods or on the shore of some Iske egn be one of
I the most healthful ways to spend a summer holiday. This te particult.dy true of city office workers who should aim to net plenty of fresh
air and sunshine, and a moderate amount of exercise, during the two weeks
va. ation usually allotted to them.
When selecting a camp site, go to
Snake Bites
or.c that is free from mosquitoes, flies
at J other insects which are not only
Find out what poisonous snakes
are prevalent in the district yju
ut pleasant but also disease carriers
intend to visit, and learn sonic'! tg
ai l poisonous. Then choose a spot
about their appearance and h
a
of ground high enough to be dry if it
rains. Do not sleep on damp ground.
Rat tiers, copperheads, cotton-m
.is
or water-moccasins, and the cor or
An ample supply of woolen blankets
should be provided, as well as warm
harlequin snakes are dangerous
iding boots or leather leggings
vs
clothing and sweaters if you are
camping in a place where the evenings
considerable protection. If a < <8
bite does occur, don't lose your h id.
may be cool.
Matches, cigarettes and cigar stubs
Apply a tourniquet just above ie
should not be thrown awav carelessly
bite, remembering to loosen it
a
when camping In the woods. Camp
moment every fifteen minutes
ifires should also be thoroughly ex
lire the skin and cut a gash r
»•
tinguished whenever you leave the
ously just above the bite wit li
p
camp. Forest fires, causing injury
knife. Suction by mouth will
p
and death, have often been started
draw off some of the venom.
h
by careless campers.
should not be swallowed or ret
d
Axes and hatchets should be used
in the mouth. Get a physio
s
with rare, for it is all too easy to cut
quickly as possible, and have
ia hand or foot badly. Sterilize all
toxin for snake bite given if po
e.
cuts, particularly those from rusty
People going into localities where
nails or old iron, to avoid lock-jaw
snakes are plentiful can obtun a
or other infection.
supply of snti-toxin put up in small
Firearms
syringes ready for use. Alcohol is i at
The National Safety Council rean anti-toxin for snake venom. Do
po-ts that one-third of the deaths from
not depend on it.
fir arms occur between ages 10 and
19 anil another 20 per cent between
■I s 20 and 29. The hazard exists
Thu is the third of a term of 12
ch eflv among boys and young men
article! on Vacation* and Health.
Fi earms should be carried only
Tht fourth, on The Open Road,
according to the accepted rules. If
will aneirf the queetione:
jn i don't know the rules, learn them
b dre picking up a gun and tramping
I. What should be done before
tl tough the fields and woods.
starting on a long automobile
M \c sure that nobody is in range
trip? S. Is the condition of the
w lien you contemplate using firearms,
car more important than the
a .d under no circumstances point.a
physical condition of the driver?
gun at another person. Vour victim
J. In driving far, how often
n av never live to hear the all too
shoul the driver stop for rest?
common ami weak excuse, "I didn’t
know it waa loaded.”
Utwingai. |«H. X. t LLUj

C

NORTH HAVEN
------Mrs. Laura Brown of Auburn returned Priday after spending a week
with her uncle C. S Staples.
Miss Cornelia Staples and friend
Miss Alberta Wallen of West Hartford. Conn , are visiting the former's
grandfather. C S Staples Miss
Miriam Staples of Plainville. Conn..
Is also a guest of her grandfather.
Mr and Mrs Ralph Carver andson
of Plainfield, N J., are guests of rela
tives ln town.
Douglass Gilchrist of Vinalhaven is
visiting hls sister. Mrs Oscar Waterman.
Miss Bertha Vaughan of Cambridge.
Mass , arrived Saturday and is at her
summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge L. Burr of
New York ci.ty arrived Saturday for
thc summer.
John Crocker and family arrived
last Thursday from Princeton. N. J.
Charles Baird, son of Mr. and Mrs
Harry Baird, is at Knox Hospital re
ceiving treatment.
Recent guests of Mr and Mrs Oscar
Waterman were Mrs. Jeannie Gil
christ and Beulah and Andy Oilchrlst
of Vinalhaven.
Frank W. Benson and family of
Salem. Mass., are at thelr summer
home here.
Miss Marion Brown of Augusta
visited her father Charles Brown
Thursday at Knox Hospital. Mr.
Brown returned to his home here
Saturday, and pleasing reports are
that he Is able to be up around a part
of the time and improving rapidly
from his recent accident.
The annual Sunday school picnic
will be held June 28 at Mrs Aycrigg's
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
SUMMER ARRANOEMENT
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
Eastern Standard Time
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
Sunday at 600 A M and *2 00 P M
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A M and
3 20 P M
Returning steamer leaves
Vinalhaven at 8.30 A. M and 4.30 P. M
Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M and
5 50 P M
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept Sunday at 6 00 A M . Stonington
6 55. North Haven 7 50; due to arrive at
Rockland about 9 00 A M
Returnng.
leaves Rockland *2 00 P. M North Haven
3 00 Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M
•On arrival ol afternoon train from
Boston.
B. H STINSON
73-tf
General Agent.

Wm

► JEMBALMtNG J
ANBtnANd
8ince 1840 this firm has faitom'ie
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1

BURPEE’S
BOCKLAND, MI.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaeton, Milne

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

If stormy Wednesday it will
be held Thursday. Everyone is asked
to take lunch, plate, cup. fork and
spoon. Those needing transportation
will meet at the church at 10 a. m.
For any needed information call Jennie Beverage. Albion Beverage or Al
ton Calderwood
Dr Daniel Woodman went Monday
to Poland Spring to attend the meet
ing of the Maine Medical Association
Oeorge Poster of Rockland was a
business visitor in town last week
Herbert Kirkpatrick of Thomaston;
held a dance at Crockett’s hall last
Friday evening with good attendance
and excellent music reported.
Mr and Mrs. Lester Stone were
Saturday supper guests of Mr and
Mrs. Leroy Pierce.
Mrs Scott D. Staples and children
of Rutherford. N. J . are guests of her
parents, Mr and Mrs. Charles Brown.
Mr and Mrs Prank Beverage were
overnight guests of her sister Mrs
Oeorge A Carter in Rockland. Priday.
Rev William Howe of North Con
way, N. H.. who supplied at the
church Sunday was entertained while
here at the home of his parents. Mr
and Mrs W W. Howe.
Ruth Nichols of Rockland ls visiting
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs O D.
Lermond.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Belmore ar.d
son Joseph and Rodney Hunt spent
the weekend in Thomaston at their
winter home
Orace Beverage, Junior Beverage
and Bion Anderson were among the
last to wave goodbye to President
Roosevelt as he and his party left
Pulpit Harbor.
E. B Alford and daughter Betty of
Brookline, Milks, arrived on the
Westport Sunday morning for the
summer.

When the sun goes down
And darkness crown
Is over all
And I'm away
I still sigh
For the days gone by
In Maine
Herbert Oood win 8-2.

• • • •

MAINE
There are many states ln the U 8 A..
There are states both large and
small.
But the state I love the very best
Is the state that leads them all.

On the eastern coast so rocky
Rolls the broad Atlantic blue.
While from Its lofty mountains
Is a most wondrous view.
You can sail Ita many rivers
Visit islands In the bay.
See the sun rise in the morning.
Watch It set at close of day.

And no matter where you travel.
Never ls God's hand so plain.
Or Hls love so freely lavished
As upon the State of Maine
Norma Seavey 8-1.

• • • •

MAINE
Maine’s the place we love to be
Hills and mountains, ponds and lakes
All combined, great scenery makes.
Far and near her sons awree
Maine's the place they love to be
Maine's the place we love to be
Winter, summer spring or fall
Season* right, enjoyed by all
Road*' that take you far and near
Olvtng pleasure, makes Maine dear
Ruth Rogers 8-1.

• • • •

TO MAINE
Maine our beautiful state
We hall thy forests great
We hall thy lakes and streams
Oh Maine, you land of dreams!

Thy spruce and pines so green
Render beauty moat serene.
And your mountains mighty stand
Against a very ru3ged land
Ch there are so many things to lure
Your wondrous pines, your spruce
and flr
To some vacation and a place to
roam.
But to me. dear state, you're Just a
home
Charles Emery 8-2.

• • • •

IaFAYETTE PARK
Welcome! welcome' LaFayette
With every form of sea and land
You paint a picture nobly grand
First park to greet the rising sun.
The first to fade when day Is done.
Your peaks point upward to the sky
And hall the masts as they pass by.
viewed Old Ironr’des from your
heights.
Therc heard the story of Its fight
In fancy heard the cannon roar
'Twas but the surf beat on the shore.
Our heroes we would ne'er forget
So we have called you LaFayette
Howard Cote 8-1.
I

• • • •

MY MAINE
The pines of Maine are calling to me
To come back to my dear old home.
To a little cottage by the sea
Where my loved ones are alone.

I can see the spray from the ocean.
I can hear the wild birds call.
I see the leaves ln motion
On distant trees ao tall.

Soon my work wlll be ended
And m.y travels wlll be o’er
Then down the dus»y road I'll wind
To my cottage on the shore
Marga: et Hussey 8-3
• • • •
MAINE
Your rockbound coast and pine tree
slopes
A peaceful scene doth lend.
And to thc languid visitor.
A delightful place to spend
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Sub-Primary. Mrs. Phyllts leach,
teacher:
The Progress books were com- ;
Dieted and sent home to mothers.
Prizes were awarded Walter Kenney.
Mavis Moore and Carolyn Webster
for perfect attendance through the ,
year
Seven 6-point pins and certificates
were presented and 25 7-polnt pins
and certificates at the end of the
term.
All of the pupils participated in a '
fire Junc program.
• • • •

Pains and Dizziness
Disappeared

SOUTH WARREN

THE TYLER SCHOOL

M7

34

Prank Creamer of Medford, MasR . 1
was a caller on friends here last 1
week.
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair has returned ,
from a visit with her nephew James ' After She Began Taking
Mathews in East Union.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Mrs. Doris Maxey, Mrs. Laura j
Vegetable Compound
Copeland, Mrs. Leila Lermond and '
Mrs Rose Marshall motored to Au
gusta Thursday.
•I
Mrs. Elizabeth Webb and son of ]
New York are visiting her sister Mrs.
Bernice Bucklin.
Events of Much Interest

The long talked of contest supper j
at Oood Will Orange which should
have taken place nearly a year ago I
was given Thursday evening and a '
chicken menu with all the accessories ’
served to more than 60 Patrons. A
special table was set apart for the '
Silver Star members who had beta
continuous membership for 25 years
or more and who later in the evening
were to receive their silver certifi
cates. Individual cup cakes served
as place cards and small baskets ot
candy were at each plate, the nap
kins cleverly decorated with silver
stars. This was the work of Mrs.
Frank Page and Mrs. Rosa Cutting as
were also the decorations ln the
upper hall. An appropriate po«m
vas read at the beginning and close
of the supper.
The silver certificates were pre- (
sented by Past State Master Obadiah i
Oardner to Charles Copeland. Laura
Copeland, Oscar Copeland, Nettle:
, Copeland, Rose Marshall, Leslie
Hunt, Katie Hunt, Annie Davis, Mar
tha Kelloch, S. H. Creighton, Sidney !
Stevens and Anne Bucklin. Others
| entitled to but not present to receive
j them were Lester French, Oliver1
I Libby. L R Bucklin, Edwin Vose.
' Cora Jones, Jerry Libby, and Mansj Held Robinson. Six of the above are
j charter members: Mansfield Robin
son. L. R. Bucklin, Anne Bucklin, 6
H. Creighton, O. B. Libby and Cora
; Jones. A brief record of the Grange
, activities of these members was read
As it was the birthday anniversary
ot the captain of the loslhg side hr
was presented with a cake which he
generously shared with the others
present. A humorous sketch of his
life was read by one of the membeis
of the winning side, and which ho
one enjoyed more than the victioi
himself.

1
50
51
Orade Two. Cora Hall, teacher:
Not absent for the spring term: 1
5b 57 56
55
5M
51 53
Marion Clark. Mildred Colson. Mil- j
W
dred Ervin. Walter Flanders, Violet ■
b*
tl
59
Gerrlsh, Earl Haskell. Granville
b4
bb
bb
Richards. Barbara Torrey, Leona J
Wellman and Parker Worrey. Not
bi
b7
| absent during the year: Marion [
Clark. Mildred Colson and Walter i
Flanders.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont,
HORIZONTAL
22-Preflx. Very much
49-Specter
1-A minced oath
Out of an enrollment of 35 children I
24-Organs of hearing
51- Ca rolled
5-Dimmer
’ 33 are on the dental honor roll.
26-Invest
52- Ocean liners
10-Box
Seven-point children are: Leroy1 1428- Small branch bear
55-Girl's name
An infant
Black, Edith Clark. Mildred OoLson.
'59-Seteion
ing flowers
15- Backbone
29- Exchange
60-Shower
16- Pitch
Mary Dodge. Edith Douglas. Walter
62- The state of being 30- A grain
17- Proaper
! Flanders. Violet Gerrlsh, Wilbur
31- Gentlemen (Vulgar)
odious
19- Conxumea
Hamilton. Betty Payson, Leona Well
63- River in Germany
33- Trivial
20- Eagle
34- Affirm
man.
Doris Weymouth. Parker 1 21- Decide
64- The natural fat
37- Blrd homes
,66-Lore (Archaic)
I Worrey , Margaret Winslow, Alice [ 23-Relterated
38- An Iceberg
67- Crowd
Ctoss,
Dorothy Havener, Ellen J 25-Choice
40- Offersd
68-Acte
27- A paper measure
Chamberlain and Joan Northgraves.
41- Roughly
69- River in Belgium
(Pl.)
43- A rey of light
28- Bending
Six-point children are: Richard
VERTICAL
44- A division of an
32- Weep
Hamlin and Granville Richards.
1- Recedet, as the
extended poem
33- A college degree
The grade presented this playlet. I
46-Ditgracee
tide
(abbr.)
“The Hungry Wolf and the Cats.' — ] 35- Beteeches
2- A wind storm
48- Country of Europe
•
(abbr.)
] 3-Assist
36- Scars
Big Cat. Mary Dodge; Black Cat.
’ 4-Ruine
49- Natlves of Serbia
38- A nocturnal
Leona Wellman; Oray Cat, Betty
5- Poetecript (abbr.)
50- Rub out
mammal
Payson; White Cat. Margaret Wins- 1 39- A rodent (pl.)
6- Large monkey
52- Stocky part of a
low; Wolf. Leroy Black; "Days of j 40- Melodics
7- One who tells a
plant
falsehood
I thc Week," with motions, seven chil- | 41-Girl’a r.ame
53- A membrane
8Penetrate
42- Advertisementa
54- Situation
dren; recitation. Granville Richards;
(abbr.)
9- Admires
56- Falsehoods
' "Over the Hills." nine children;
10Full
of
steam
43- A vegetable (pl.)
57- Entice
11Harbors
"Suppose." Alice Cross. Mary Dodge
44- A unit of weight
58- American (abbr.)
12- Girl’s name
for gems
and Leona Wellman; “June Colors."
61-Boy's name (short)
*3-Long grass stem
45- Pronoun
Orace Brackett, Violet Gerrish and
65-Recording Secretary
18-Strikes with the
46- A Japanese coin
Barbara Torrey; playlet. "Where Our
(abbr.)
|
open hand
47- Strsy
Food Comes From —Mother. Alice
isolation to Previous Puzzle)
Cross; Father. Richard Hamlin;
Grocer, Parker Worrey; Parmer, dren came armed with rakes and
D
B R
E S
Harold Walsh; Children, Naomi u'ith Mr Flanders as boss the grounds
■iJ O o T "si O A
Jackson, Edith Clark. Wilbur Hamil- were soon cleaned of their rubbish
A P A Rj T
R A N c e:
, ton. Dorothy Havener: "Good Night and dead grass,
E!A
ond Good Morning," Leona Wellman,
Pot language we have been writing
s'w
Edith Clark and Mary Dodge.
paragraphs of actual experiences.
• • • •
Barns struck by lightning, stepping
FRED W. POTE
Orade Three. Madiene Rogers, :nl° hornets nests, hay-rick rides,
teacher:
automobile accidents made InterestPied W. Pete, 82. a life-long resi
SIK
This year we have had 48 boys and in8 "listening for the class,
P|C
dent of Belfast, died Sunaay. Hc
girls ln our school. Three have
We have been watching our frog s
was bom Jan 6. 1851. a son of Robert
moved out of town and four have eggs mature. Also our gold-fish havc
rWeWaJ
P.
and Mary Pitcher Pote. In earlier
been transferred to other schools in been enjoying fresh eggs.
Tn;S
life he was a steward on the Boston
Corinne
Esther
Edwards,
2
months
the city, leaving us a registration
! steamers and for about 40 years was
old. weight 10 pounds was a recent
j of 41.
has ended. The only punishment (,he Belfast agent for that line. He
visitor,
our
youngest
to
date.
She
Our honor roll boasts these names:
given has been, writing the multipll- wa-' married to Miss Lizzie L. Lothrop
Barbara Black. Harriette Clark. didn't object when several of our boys cation table because of whispering, j
Belfast, who died many years ago
Richard Harris. John Knight. Earle held her-and seemed to prefer Billie
Our last affair was a picnic over
only relatives in Belfast are a
Lymburner, James Thomas. Perry B '° dle others.
on the "sandshore". Weinies and mece. a grandniece and a nephew,
Who
said
•school
notes
were
not
Margeson and Myron Cummings.
Pupils on thc dental honor roll are, read? Here we have an order for marshmallows were roasted—swimm- Mrs- Phoebe and Miss Edna D Craw
ing and exploring parties enjoyed f°rd and Edward H. Dunbar. The
] Barbara Black. Harriette Clark, Jigsaw puzzles from Rhode Island!
The grade thanks Mrs. Hazel Burr I and Indian beads were found, many funeral services wlll be held at the
Percy Colson. Prances D'Agostino
I Virginia Dodge, Harold Gerrlsh, Atwood for the flag, and assures her have enough for a neck-lace and onCrawford residence. 17 Park street
the homeward Journey, who should tilts afternoon,
Richard Harris, John Knight, Cyn- it will be given the best of care,
thia McAlman. Norma Philbrick., We had 56 visitors "Mothers Day. appear but our favorite characters
j Milton Robarts, Oeorge Staples. Mrs P. P. Bicknell was a recent "Tom Sawyer and Becky".

Blanch Sylvester. Perry Margeson. visitor and sang several songs.
STONINGTON
Knott Rankin. William Burns. Rich- Our visitors this ycar number 159.
To swim and golf.
To ride and hunt
ard 8t Clair. Sidney Munroe. George Beautiful flowers came nearly
G. Banks of Boston has bought the ‘
These sports your charms doth give.
Nye. Lucille Hupper. Ooldie Mason. , every day from the Dean gardens.
And the folks that try them say
Maynard Webber house and will move
“Just one great place to live.”
Hoecoe Lindsey. Howard Edwards.
Our last good time of the year was his family here.
Carrie Colson. Vito Murgita. Richard crowning the Queen, and reviewing
My heart ls always with you Maine.
Mrs Rose L. Candage who during
No matter where I roam.
Young. Harry Lever. Harold lewis, our favorite songs. By vote Ruth the winter and ■spring was in Rox
And tho' I travel round the world
I’ll always end back home
Marie Staples. Margaret Kent, James Packard was choosen queen; Edwin bury. Mass., arrived this week and has
Jane Welch 8-3
• • • •
Thomas. Sarah Crlsastomo. Elizabeth : Jones was king. Thc others were:
opened the Lobster Trap for the sea
MAINE
Clough, Douglas Ulmer, Virginia Pages. Priscilla Anderson and Kathson.
Oh. my home, and my home forever.
Donahue and Myron Cummings—36 erinc Stevens; heralds. Dickie BarnTo thee I wlll cver be true
Maurice Crockett is passing a va-J
in all.
i ard and Harold Heal; fairies, Norma
How I love thy river* and mountains
cation
with hls parents. Mr and Mrs.
'Neath the sky of a dazzling blue.
All pupils' have gained In weight Robbins and Arlene Blood; flower
Philip
Crockett.
I am charmed by thy natural beauty.
since September.
girl. Peggy Packard; January. Harry
Thou, the pride of niv life shall be.
Mrs. Oeorge Hardy went to Castine
We have 24 7-point children in our Oraves; February, Virginia Nelson,
E'er I roam through thy hills and
thy valleys
room and six 6-point children.
Maxine Schellinger and Albert last week to attend the graduation
Or sail on the deep blue sea
There are 38 names on our visiting- Winchenbach; March. Virginia Ac- of her daughter Eleanor from the
Thou art home! and I ne’er wlll dis
card! and Naomi Richards; April. Normal School.
list
for the ycar.
own thee.
Thou art mine, of that I am sure;
Mrs. Hazel Barter and daughter I
We were very sony that John Irma Kent; May. Bill Cummings and
In thee I am ever contented.
Knight was 111 and could not come Pred Orover; June. Daphine Carter, Betty were recent visitors in Bangor.
And here I shall stay evermore
Margaret A Rogers 8-3.
to school the last few weeks.
Evelyn Bartlett, Irma Thompson,
Moses Lawrence of the North Lu
THORNDIKEVILLt
Not absent last term; Leigh Gwen Northgraves, Nathalie Ed bec Mfg & Canning Co., has been in
ROCKVILLE
Barnard. Barbara Black. Percy Col- wards. Barbara Bartlett, Mary Cross, town this week on a business trip. I
Mr. and Mrs. Phillipo Amerosla
son. Myron Cummings. Sarah Crlsas- Kathryn and Kathleen Dean; July,
Elsbury Hutchinson and Archie
<Edna Doughty) came Friday to at
The picnic for the Rockville Bap tomo. Frances D'Agostino, Virginia Bernard Roberts: August. Donald Hutchinson have employment in
tend the graduation exercises ln tist Sunday School was held June 23 Dodge. Virginia Donahue, Richard Peters and Neil Russell; September,
Walpole, Mass , and with their fami
Union. Mrs Amerosia's brother Ed on the shore at the Camden water j Harris. Harold Lewis. Earle Lym- Richard Donohue and Wlljo Mahlalies are now there.
ward being a member of the class,
burner. Cynthia McAlman. Norma maki; October, Jane Sawyer; NovemJohn L. Ooss of Belmont, Mass.,
front
where
a
public
park
is
ln
the
Mrs. Joseph Pushaw has given up
Philbrlck Knott Rankin. Richard St. ber. Franklyn Spinney and Lillian president of the John L. Goss Corp.,
making.
A
cove
of
fine
sand
made
her work at Community Sweet Shop
Clair and Marie Staples. Richard | Pendleton; December, Billy Bicknell, was recently a business visitor in
on account of illness.
bathing a major entertainment and j Harr and Perry Colson have been
Our 7-point children were Maxine town.
Mrs. Ada Upham recently enter the large rocks had thelr place when present every day for the year,
Schellinger, Billie Bicknell, Oliver
Mrs Carrie MacDonald Is em
tained relatives from Jefferson.
dinner was served. There was a
We entertained all the grades last Hamlin, William Clough. Mary Cross ployed as bookkeeper at the canning i
William Lothrop has been employed happy crowd of boys and girls and week with our little play "The Doll
Gwen Northgraves, Nathalie Edwards factory.
ln Thomaston doing carpenter work several grown up6, and the salt air Shop,” which we also gave one night
Virginia Accardi. Bill Cummings,
Mrs. Carolyn Lautcrbach is at her
for a few days.
and games created great appetites.' at. the Methodist Church. The char- Edwin Jones. Jane Sawyer, Ruth cottage at West Stonington fo; ihe
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Price recently Tire huge box of frankfurts and rolls ] acters were taken by Cynthia Me- Packard, Albert Winchenbach. Vlrsummer.
visited Mrs. Elenora Ingraham who vanished rapidly and it was indeed a Alman. Barbara Atkinson, Milton ginia Nelson, Harry Oraves. Russell
Miss Elizabeth Sawyer Who spent
accompanied them home for a visit. gala day and all returned home1 Robarts. Norma Philbrick. Barbara I Richardson. 6 pointers are Pred
the winter and spring with relatives
Mrs Dorothy Ch:!ds and daughter h<ppy Thc conunittee exprcss their ' Black. Howard Edwards. Sam Ran- Grover Franklyn Spinney. Neil Rus- in Boston has arrived home.
Muriel visited Mrs Roland Payson in j apprcciation to
who fur„ishcc| j kin. Prances D'Agostino. Perry Mar- ; <en, Bernard Roberts. Wlljo MahlaCharles McMahon of Rockland has
East Union Thursday.
cars for transportation, and of the j geson. Edith Clark. Earle Lymburner, maki Irma Kent, Russell Richardson. been passing a few days with hls
Clarence Leonard and fam ly of Kcncroslty Qf 8tewart o^ton who Harriette Clark. Myron Cummings.
Not absCnt: Billie Bicknell, Daph- father Dennis McMahon.
Union were recently callers at Lester furnjshed ginger a[e fQr the
Ruth Oraves. Richard Harris, Vir- ine carter. Kathleen Dean. Richard
Mrs. Edith Matthews who has been
MerriU s
, Mabel Oxton also deserves thanks for 8lnla Donahue and James Thomas.
Donohue. Harry Oraves, Pred Orover. very ill was taken Friday to Swan's
Mr. and Mrs Edward Price of Bos-,
Oliver Hamlin, Harold Heal. Edwin Island Where her mother will care for
.
J the donation of a large watermelon
ton and Mrs. Lorania Young and*
Gwendolyn
Northgraves, her.
The committee altogether have been 1 Orade Five. Nellie H. Hall, teacher: Jones,
daughter Margaret of Thomaston
Several of the children have cut j Donald Peters, Naomi Richards,
Miss Laura Barbour who has been
generous and thoughtful to give the
visited Mrs. Elizabeth Howard re
all the puzzles from the Sunday pa- j Franklin Spinney, Irma Thompson, visiting her sister in Bangor, returned
children a happy time.
cently.
____________________________
pers. These have been pasted Into Albert Winchenbach, Wiljo Mahla- home Saturday.
Mrs. William Arrington of Appleton niiipu nri irr tnn|f CflllO
books, and 10 books have been sent I n^ki, Mary Cross. This is the first
Gertrude Smith ls employed as ophas been spending a few days here yUluh liLlICi
inunluc
uUUn
PTnuinu
1DTDIIDU t0 the hosplul for the Uttle s‘ck ,tlme that we didn t have a few PC0Plp I erator at the telephone offlcc at Deer
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs P. A.
OlUIrlAulli ntAnlDUIlN folks "Alec, the Oreat,"-a dog char- who had perfect attendance for the j isie
Crabtree.
Stomach pains after eating and gas acter, magazine covers with gay year But the illness ln the winter
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Regnier. Louie disturbances can be stopped quickly CO]Ors were also pasted into books by term put black marks on all the recEven in Bible times a blowout was
Emils Adla TaA>le*?' Banjsh j virglnia Nelson and sent to the hos- o;(ta
Regnier and Sadie Bowley of Camden
a gieat annoyance, for do we not read
heartburn, sour stomach. Give quick
6
i
were dinner guests at Lester Merrill’s relief. C. H. Moor & Company, Drug pital.
Now the year, which has been a ln Isaiah 23.5: “They shall be sorely
The second day of school, the chil- |yery pleasant one (for the teacher) pained at the report, of Tyre'?”
Sunday.
gists.

“My grandmother and my mother
both used the Vegetable Compound
and they started me on it. I ran do a
man's work now. I am not dizzy any
more and the pains in my head have
all left me.”
MBS. LELAND FISHER

356 Center St., Huntington, Indiana
Do not endure another day without
the help this medicine can give you.
Sold by all druggists.
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THINK OF ITI Only $230
a day single .... and $4.00

double for thi* smart centrally
located hotel.

1OOO ROOMS
but whaf rooms they are I
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
UEX1KA KRSON

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

private both, shower, radio, circu
lating ice water and many other'
features you'll be happy about.

IxMWtiv* OfflM
HOTIL MANOER
NORTH (TATION. (OSTOM

81mm woU — (•csgnlHta Card!
ler vie byfritnda eotf mytelt. Ne
ebligerien.

51st STREET

Nee

AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

(ireei-

SOY MOULTON
Executive Vico-Pr««. ond Managing Dir.
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE IOOKIIT

Cltv

May We Surest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BOSTON, MASS.

BEACON Sl kth'I

rr
Mb4 Ml
1

Next to

Beacu >
the

uiiM.«i|l„?llltl'WtS'j

■ Houm

Juit a feu minutes walk to tbe theatre, financial,
«nd chopping center*.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

^.(X) up;

with bath,

^.00 up

Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

Every-Other-Day

1
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ing ln Bossas haI1’ Priday June 30 at boro. Prayer was offered and re
____
j 7.30 p. m.
marks made by Supt. F. L. S. Morse,
Dr. Robert Armstrong Pratt has ' Robert W. Armstrong of Winches- and brief remarks by Principal Don
Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman and
Mrs. Clemmle Hewett of Rockland arrived at The Ledges for the sum- ter. Mass, spent the weekend with his ald R. Knapp. Music was furnished
by Luther Wotton at the piano. The
mer,
I family here.
were callers in this place Sunday.
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder, Robert D. [ Capt. Frank Poland of Bristol, decorations of blue and white were
Several from this place attended
the Trinity Union at Washington Wilder and Mrs. Henry E. Howe of R. I. spent the weekend with M1'- and attractive and bouquets of cut flow
ers, white peonies and white cat na
Sunday and report a very interest Gardner Mass., arrived Saturday al Mrs F. D Armstrong.
tions
added t( the decoratlv* scheme.
the
Wilder
cottage
for
ten
days.
j
M
j
SS
Anita
Dodge
has
returned
ing meeting.
Mrs. Norman Southworth, Mis. heme from New Jersey where she Cthers seatid on the ptaLorm.beCharles T. Burgess sold 13 fine
j sides those already mentioned as
Jersey cows to Massachusetts parties Cynthla Southworth and Miss Betty rpent ten months.
j taking active part were the school
the past week. T. B. has made sad Southworth of Newtonville, Mass.
Dr. and Mis. Perley Damon and j
havoc with the cattle in Massachu arrived Saturday at their cottage for , Mrs Alice Kalloch of Rockland visit- committee, L. M. Neal, Charles D.
Murphy und Byron Burns, and the
setts, many persons lasing their the season.
ed Mr and Mrs. Stanley Poland Sunteachers, Charles (’.rant, Mrs. Paul
whole herds.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Armstrong of day.
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Will Winchester and Richard Wilder of ( Mrs. Frank C. Foster and infant* Simmons and Mrs. Hartwell DavLs.
Hatch of Washington visited thelr Gardner, Mass., motored here Friday J son of Greeneville, Tenn., have ar- , Mrs. E D. Coogan returned to
cousins here Friday.
lor ten days. Mr. Wilder received rived
their summer home here. ] Hartford, Conn., Monday, after
spending the weekend with her
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kimball of his A.B. degree at Harvard College
Invitations, have been received for mothcr Mrs Andrcas Harte, Jr
Rockland were callers on Mrs. Lila 1 Thursday.
the marriage of Miss Mary Elizabeth j ghe was accompanled as far
Bos.
Burrill Sunday.
Arthur ...............................
Slmmcns left Saturday for i Armstiong,
ArmKtl.„n„ nlriest
daughter or
of Mr.
Mr i, ton by Cap, Frank po]an;1 whc ha3
oldest daugnter
Mrs. Clara Wallace is visiting ■ BCStOn where be will undeigo treat- and Mrs. Robert W. Armstrong ot, b,en vl£lttng frlen(b
,own for a
friends in Thomaston and Waldoboro m« nt at a hospital He was accom- Wlnche£ter, Mass., and Friendship , f
d „
for a few weeks and ls missed both panied as far as Portland by his son-jnnd
wtlder,
of Mrs |
in the church and Sunday School.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis H. Lawry and
in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.: g0|cn wildcr of Oardncr, Mass., and
Mrs. Nina Fuller and son Bliss werc Ralph Simmons,
Miss
Eda Lawry mitertaaicu 20 guests
Friendship. The wedding will take
called to Lowell, Mass, last week to , Miss Dorothy Armstrong lias re place in the Methodist Church at at a beefsteak dinner Sunday at th'ur
attend the funeral services of her sumed her duties* al the Nashua
Forest Lake cottage. Those present
nten, July 3
cousin who was recently killed in an ,n. h.) Country Club.
; were Mr. and Mrs. Alfrcd H. MorThe
Junior
High
School
lield
their
auto accident.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Sinunon:
ton. Postmaster and Mrs. Ray WtnThe O.E.S. Circle will serve dinnei and Miss Virginia Thibodeau re- graduation exercises in Bossa's hall ) chenpaw. Miss Elizabeth Winchen
at Masonic hall. June 28, price 25c turned Sunday from Portland where Friday evening. Members of the
paw, Mr. and Mrs. John L. Stevens,
Everyone Invited.
the latter underwent an appendix class who each delivered a short ad- Miss Phyllis Stevens, Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo J . Hawkes of Belmont, opeiation at the State Street Hos- dress were Miss Aletha Carter, Miss L. M. Neal and family. Mr. and Mis.
Mass., was dinner guest of his old PIUL
Gertrude Miller, Herbert T. Benner. I Archie Wallftce' Mrs Abble MurPh*'
schoolmate Bertha Ames Bryant last
Mrs. William Park and party of
| Mrs. Ethel Day, E. A. Wincapaw and
Friday and the time passed rapidly Norwich. Conn., are spending a few Brrnard 8 Brow anu Stanley L Mrs. otls Monroe Afternoon guests
in reminiscing over the Joys and sor- days with Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Po- Einuaona. The address of the eve- wcre Mrs. Albertina Morton and Mr.
rows that had come to each since land.
.
ning was given by Prof. Harvey I and Mrs. Charles Morton of Rockthelr last meeting.
There will be a special town meet- Lcvell of Louisville. Ky., and Waldo- ' land
Miss Augusta Roakes who has been
in ill health since last fall, was call
ing on friends here Friday.

UNION

Arthur Brown of Boston arrived
Sunday and is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Creed.
Doris Hopkins left here Saturday
for Newport, Vt.
The regular meeting of Union
Church Circle will be postponed un
til two weeks, owing to the alumni
banquet to be held June 30.
The Noneaters enjoyed a picnic at
Smith's Point Friday with Mrs.
Sada Robbins as hostess.
Children’s Sunday will be observed
at Union Church, on thc evening of
July 2. At 6 p. m. there will be a
community sing at the band stand
by both Union and L.D.S. Churches
Mrs. Margaret Bissett was a RockJIMMIE MATTERN dined on beef
and visitor Saturday.
steak with Ralph Hitz, president of
Miss Carrie Pendleton of Brook
the Hotel New Yorker, the night be
line,
Mass., arrived here Saturday
fore he left for the first lap of his
solo world flight. News of his prog
and will spend the summer at Rock
ress cleared through his headquar
cottage.
ters at the New Yorker Hotel.
j * i BEER HELPS US TURN THE
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colson went
CORNER—The thirteen milto Brcoks Friday.
lion dollars poured Into the pub
lic treasury in April in beer
The Christian Endeavor picnic was
taxes was only a drop in the bucket
held Friday at Carver's Cove.
and ir two years Federal revenue from
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Fossett, who
beer will exceed $300,000,000 annually,
is the forecast ot C. D. Williams, secre
attended commencement exercises at
tary of the U. S. Brewers’ Association.
Sanford, returned Saturday and
A good num
were accompanied by Miss Avis
lin
Johnson, who will spend the sum
gerie — and
mer months with them.
that goes for
A. A. Peterson and L. W. San
the
wearer,
HARRIMAN IN COURT with Physi
born returned from Rockland Sun
doube!
cian—Former chairman of the Har
day night by plane.
riman National Bank at New York
Miss Margaret Simmons, Helen
Federal Court Building. The bank
er’s trial was postponed to June 19.
Davis and Marguerite deRochemont
of Rockland, who were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Lane the past week
at Camp Alyosca, Shore Acres, re
turned home Saturday.
WALDOBORO
Freeman Brown and sons Dewey
RUSSELL T. SHERWOOD and his bride In
Dr. John 8. Hawthorne has leased
and Ralph Brown are remodeling
New York, as he appeared before the Fed
eral Grand Jury. He had been sought to tes'Ye Old Mill" (the miniature golf an apartment in the Crowell house
t.fy before the Seabury Commission in re
Main street, and will pass the sum
place) into a moving piture hall.
gard to the business deals of
Friday evening at the home of mer there.
Jimmy
Walker,
former
Miss Jessie L. Keene has returned
Mayor of New York City.
Mrs. Walter Ingerson a bridge party
He
is
immune
from Gorham and Miss Faye M.
was
given
by
Mrs.
Ingerson
and
Mrs.
from arrest by the
Max Conway in honor of the birth Keene from New York and will be
MV*. sheriff.
day anniversary of Mrs. Angus Hen- at their home here for the summer.
The Susannah Wesley Society held
nigar, and to whom it proved a com
plete surprise. Prizes were received a successful ice cream sale at Gayby Mrs. Charles Chilles and Mrs. block Friday.
HAM AND FOR F. D
The Girl Scouts, organized by Mrs.
Langtry
Smith.
—The first exelus ve
John
B. Nicholson, enjoyed a hike
photo of the White
Mrs. Marcia Haskell, son Ralph
and
picnic
lunch Saturday at Wins
House kitchen, where
and his son Harold of Portland, ar
Mrs.
Roosevelt
is
low's Mills.
rived
Friday
and
are
guests
of
Mr.
said personally to su
Donald Marcho of Newport is
pervise the prepara
and Mrs. Frank Haskell.
visiting his grandmother Mrs. Ida
tion of meals for the
BREAKS INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY
Ellwood Sails is home from Har
Pesident and family.
Whitcomb,
RECORD—“Tydol Special" piloted by Lou
vard Colege for the summer vaca
No other first lady
Meyer averages 104.162 miles per hour.
Mrs. Orace Mayo Belden and Miss
has permitted pho
tion.
This was the only car in the race using
Priscilla Belden of Rochester, N. Y
tographers to enter these hith TydJ gasoline and Veedol motor on and the first time that a straight
Alumni banquet and dance June
erto sacred premises.
were recently ln town enroute to the
100% Pennsylvania mineral oil had been used in a Miller racing motor.
30
Mayo camp at Martin's Point.
Mrs. George Rudge and son
Mrs. Jennie Hall of Freeport, Long
with Mr and Mrs. Charles A. Cav school motto. 11. Timothy, 2-15; exer Clarence of Bangor, who have been Island, N. Y„ is at the Millard Wade
ROCKPORT
anaugh. They were accompanied by cise, “Kindergarten in Mingho. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Phil home, where she will pass the sum
Mrs. Sarah Prince and son-in-law. Miss Edith Cavanaugh who will re China." by beginners, directed by brook icturned home Wednesday. mer months.
Mona Stahl and Geraldine Page; ex They were accompanied by little
Pred Achorn. who have been at the main for an Indefinite time.
Miss Laura Whitcomb was at home
home of Mrs Prince's brother, Walter
Mrs. John T Vose has returned to ercise. “God Is Love." Ruth Miller's Marion Philbrook.
from Portland over the weekend.
Mrs. Inez Conant was a Rockland
playlet, “Something For
Richards, for several months, are now i her home in Portland afler visiting class;
Miss Marcia Blaney has returned
oocupying the Prince house on Spear her daughter Mrs. Ralph Buzzell for Mother," Ruth Orbcton's class; song, visitor Saturday.
from the Maine General Hospital I
by the boys of Rev. F. F. Fowle's Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Auld and son
street.
i two weeks.
!
I class Mrs. Gwendolyn Buzzell's class of St. George are guests of her much improved ln health.
Mrs Altena Thompson of Rockland
Mrs. Nettie Morton has returned
Guy I. Levensaler has oought the '
was guest Saturday of Miss Marion from a week's visit with Mrs. Nina dramatized the story “Dick Withlng- mother Mrs. Joseph Black.
house near the bridge formerly owned
ton and His Cat," and Mrs. Fowle's
Miss Kathleen Cotter has returned by Richard De Mutelle.
Upham
Gregory at Glencove. A very pleas
class,
the
book
of
Ruth.
to
Augusta.
ant
event
during
her
visit
was
the
:
St. John's Sunday was observed a’
A large number of young people
The expense of the two-week ses
Miss Doris Lane left Monday and the Methodist Church with King
from town attended the opening Woman’s Educational Club picnic h:id
sion "was entirely taken care of by will be at Squirrel Island for the
Solomon's Lodge of Masons attending
dance at Breezemere Saturday night. at the Gregory home
receipts from the operetta “The summer.
ln a body. Rev. Alfred G. Davis gave
Miss Eleanor Walmsley of Bangor Florist's Window," given at the
Rockport people regret that the
The Butterflies were guesls Sat the address and special music was j
light at Indian Island is to be discon is visiting her grandmother Mrs. I church last week by pupils of the West
urday evening of Mrs. Maurice furnished by the choir.
tinued after Wednesday night. This Sarah Buzzell.
Rockport school. At each session a Leadbetter.
Mrs. Carrie Cassell is guest of Mr
light has been in operation for morr
The Fred A Norwood W.R.C. will, collection was taken which at the end
Mrs. Rebecca Arey was hostess to and Mrs. Harry Magee at Martins
than 100 years and during all the tiftie hold its last meeting before the sum-! of the two weeks amounted to a lib
Point.
when Rockport was an important mer vacation next Friday evening at eral sum and this will be contributed the Weary Club Thursday evening.
The following cottages
we:e
Dr. Harvey B Lovell attended com
•hipping port did valuable service which time a special program will be toward the tund for rural education
opened Sunday at Shore Acres; Thc mencement exercises at Bowdoii
This move on the part of thc govern presented in observance of thc golden throughout thc county.
Wigwam. The Merrie Macs. Tlie College.
ment is ln line with their economic anniversary of the founding of thc j
Boulder, Alyosca. Idlewild and The
Mrs. Mabel Mank of Dover, N. H :
plan to reduce expenses. The pres National W RiC. Each member is
"How did you compile your great
came to attend the graduation excr- I
ent keeper Mr. Reed is to be retired asked to attend prepared to read dictionary?" the lexicographer was Laurie.
Ralph Haskell returned to Portland clses of the class of 1933, W H. S„ ol
and with his family will leave this something on the program and also asked.
Saturday.
which her nephew, Louis Boisson- ,
week for East Boothbay where they to furnish sandwiches or cake tor
“Oh, it was something like having
Mrs. Frank Haskell will entertain neauit was class historian.
are to make their future home.
a
quarrel
wi'.h
one's
wife
—
one
word
the refreshments. Old fashioped cos
the Pals Wednesday evening at her
led to another."—Boston Transcript.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Upham and tumes will bc worn.
home.
WASHINGTON
daughters Marion and Helena, spent
Prof M J. Dcmiashkcvich of the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Staples en
Sunday at Spruce Head
George Pcabody School for Teachers
tertained at bridge Saturday eve 'Visitors at the home of W w
Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Thurston o! tn Nashville, Tenn., and ai.o a teach
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE ning.
Light Father's Day (Junc 18) werc I
Tamworth. N. II. who arc vacationing er at Harvard Summer School, is
Mrs. Jennie Bragdon of Gorham Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Leonard, Mr. and ]
with relatives in town spent tlie week registered at Thc Manns for two
has been guest of Mrs. Llewellyn Mrs. Ernest Light of Camden. Mr 1
end in Veazie, guests of Miss Clara weeks.
and Mrs. Herbert Cunningham and :
Smith
the past week.
Davis.
Mrs. Mary Louise Bok will arrive
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Rokes of
Misses
Margaret
and
Jessie
Lowe
Mrs. Cacilda Cain entertained at Saturday from Philadelphia to spend
Washington.
returned Friday from Rockland.
dinner Wednesday night in honor ol thc summer at her cottage on Beau
Mrs. Maude Overlock has employ-'
Mrs.
Albert
Carver
and
Mrs
the 28th wedding anniversary of her champ Point.
ment
at Monhegan Island for the I
Llewellyn Thomas entertained the
son-in-law and daughter. Capt and
Miss Ruth Lawrence has been elect
summer.
Carver
Street
Bridge
Ciub
Friday
Mrs. Ernest Torrey. Those present ed as supervisor of music in the Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins of!
night at See A11. Supper was served.
wrre Mrs. Eliza Jones, Mrs. Minnie port schools She is the daughter of
South Hope were callers on friend' !
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Boman
of
Weed, Capt. and Mrs. Torrey ano Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence ot
and relatives here Father's Day.
Lisbon Falls arrived Saturday.
Mrs. Caln.
Rockland and a graduate of the East
, • • • •
Fon-du-lac Chapter, O.E.S., closed j
rMs. Eliza Jones, Mrs. Christie man School of Music, Rochester.
Capt. Llewellyn Smith
for the summer recess Wednesday
Whitney, Mrs Goldie Watts, Mrs. N. V.
Capt, Llewellyn Smith, an esteemed evening. There was a large attend- j
Cacilda Cain and Capt. and Mrs.
Ralph Blakely of Rockport. Elmo I
citizen, died in Rockland June 23. ance of members, and one visitor
Ernest Torrey attended the Rebekah Crozier, H B. Bowes and Fred Lin-!
He was born Dec. 13, 1862, at Vinal from Crystal Chapter of Malden ,
Assembly at Rockland Friday.
neken of Rockland and Ralph Stone
haven, son of Calvin andi Susan Mass. Lunch was served and the
Mr and Mrs. John H. Andrews ano oi Camden, with friends from Rum
(Lane) Smith. He married Lottie table was decorated with roses sent I
Mr and Mrs. E. A Champney mo ford started Saturday on a deep sea
M.
Calderwood of this place. Inarch In by Mrs. Pauline Pierpont who waa,
tored to Bailey’s Island Sunday, re fishing cruise At Matinicus they en
3,
1894
who survives him. Seven unable to attend.
turning via Gardiner.
joyed a lobster feed on the shore.
children were born to them, five of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cunning
Thc boys took a very prominent part
A. H. Chatfield, Jr., and family havc
whom
are
living:
Mrs.
Ralph
ham
observed thelr 30th wedding
ln the Sunday evening service at the arrived for the summer and arc occu
Thompson of New London, Conn., anniversary June 20.
Baptist Church, the subject of which pying their home on Russell avenue.
You have had a happy partnership.
Dana G. Smith, Chicago, Ill., Neil B
was "In His Name.” The program
For thirty years, you two.
Smith, Woodfords, Virgil C. 8mith.
Side by side you've climbed life's hills
Vacation School's Good Results
centered around the story of the
And walked Its valleys, too;
Woodland, and Louie H. Smith
An exhibition of the work accom
Waldenslan Monks who in their secret
May pleasant memories warm your
Saylesvill-e, R. I. The two deceased
heart
ordcr used as a sign “Will you do this plished by pupils of the Church Va
With a happiness that cheers.
i
were Clarence L. Smith, who died in
for thc Love of Christ," for a counter I cation School was held at the Baptist
And may life, be good to you.
For many more glad years
1923, and Jeannette L. Smith in 1901.
sign "In His Name." The boys of the vestry Friday evening. Many interDecased is also survived by two sis
church under the direction of the pta- e.'ilng and attractive articles were
ters, Mrs. Ernest Bragdon of Gor Servioes were held at the home Mon
• JUST LIKE DAISY
tor Rev. G. F. Currier, had construct displayed, among them paper cut
ed a sign, reading on one side outs and scrap books by the begin
Peggy is crawling along thc ham and Miss Sara Smith of Fruit day. Rev. N. F. Atwood, pastor of
“Amore Christi" and on the other, ners’ department, sofa cushions! of floor and pretending she is Daisy. land Park, Fla., three granddaugh Union Church, officiating. There
"In HLs Name" which was displayed various designs by the intermediate She is much—much larger, of ters Shirley and Norma Smith and were beautiful floral offerings from
girls and necktie racks and sewing coursc, but if you didn't sec her Hazel Thompson, and a grandson relatives and friends. Interment was
and used in this service.
and just heard her calling you Clarence Thompson
ln Carver's cemetery, and the bear
Miss Dorothy Upham and Miss cabinets by the boys’ department.
might think she was Daisy. If
Capt. Smith followed the sea for ers were brother Odd Fellows. Those
The program presented included:
Christina Bald of Camden were visit
you take a pencil and join all
ors Sunday at the home of Mr. and Processional. "Onward Christian Sol thc numbered * dots together, 25 years. He was a member of Star from out of town to attend the serv-j
diers;" prayer, Rev. Oeorge F. Cur I starting with dot number one of Hope Lodge. I.O.O.F.. Island Home Ices were Neil, Virgil and Louie
Mrs. Lou Upham.
Mrs. Carrie Cavanaugh and Mrs, rier; saluta to the American flag, led ; and ending with dot number Encampment and belonged to the Smith, Mrs. Jennie Bragdon of
Edith Hill of South Portland have ■I by Harold Marsten; salute to the I forty, you will sec Daisy, herself. Quarrymen's Union. He was highly Gorham and Miss Azalia F. Osgood
respected and leaves many friends. of Kingman.
returned home after n week-end visit Christian flag, Jed by Robert Cain; I

FRIENDSHIP

I

Fancy ri")> Salmon

18’
Peas
X"--X7‘
Prudence'™1 HashXlc
Deviled Ham
*"LS” 9

Fancy »«> Salmon Tali Can
swsemeIlalnd

UNEXPECTED GUESTS

HURRIED MEALS

HOT SUMMER DAYS

No need for worry—rtoclt
up with «a»y-to-prepara
food* at your Nation-Wide

Crabmeat ’*re"

W

XI

Grocer*.

KELLOGG'S

CORN FLAKES

POST TOASTIES

Xe^iy

a juiy

Tin

I.b

Nation-Wide Coffee

Pkg

Marshmallows
Sardines

Norwegian in
OLIVE OIL

GREAT TO HAVE AT CAMP

Bisquick

For Quick Biwuite
or bhort Cake

9C
5 .15'
31'
8-Oz Pkg

Sunshine
SURPRISE ASSORTMENT

R&R

Deliciou* Cookie* end Creem-Filled

Lb

Cookie Sandwiche*

*9

KRISPY CRACKERS
Pie Criipiett Cracker that ever

Tumbled out of e box

No.

X5‘

PURITAN

NATION-WIDE

GRAPENUTS
FLAKES

Lb

LaTouraine Coffee

Lb

Pk9

27e

17‘

FOR TOUR CAMP

Size
Can

BROOM
GREEN DUSTPAN

ONE GREEN HANDLE

ONE

CERTO
The Perfect

Jelly, Maker

Bot

w

BUY BABLY

FREE !

BOTH
FOR

39

Babbitt's Cleanser

WIYH EACH CAN

BABBITT'S LYE

15

MB c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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BLUE COAL, $13.00

ariangement: Five sprays or bios-1
soms of the same or different kinds '
in a suitable container. Low arrange
ments. container and flowers not to
exceed five inches in height. The
hours of the show are from 2 until 5.
At 5 o'clock there will be a sale of
flcwers for the benefit of the club's
civic work.

Miss Marion LeMaync Leeper, assist
LUMPY SOFT COAL, $7.25
ant professor of English in the Uni NEW RIVF.R or POCAHONTUS
versity of Montana, arrived Thursday
STEAM COAL, $7.00
to spend the summer with her sisterIn Ten Ton Lots or More
in-law, Mrs. Robert D. Leeper. Miss
All Nearby Towns the Same in
Leeper made the trip by motor,
Three Ton Lots or More
spending several days at the Chicago
TRUCKING—MOVING
Exposition and visiting other places
of interest along the way.
J B. PAULSEN
SWAN'S ISLAND
Miss Grace Miller, student at
Tel. Thomaston 84-2
Mrs. Laura Stinson spent the
Farmington Normal School, is spend
76* lt
weekend in Rockland.
ing the vacation with her parents
An effective baptismal service was
Mr. and Mr.s. Herbert Miller.
hostess was assisted bv Mrs. Georgie
Miss Ruth Averill of New York city Thorndlk.e Mrs Ann Day and Mrs.!heId Sunday b>'
w c
ls spending the two weeks' vacation Ne,lje Orff Fl£h chowder BuppeMontaques Beach.Atlantic, thecanwith her parents Mr. and Mrs. Percy wa?
{ollowlng which Mrs idldates beln* Robert
Norman
Averill. Hyler street.
Evelyn Mllb wa_ pr,..,nted a hand.1 Staples. Frederick Gage and Mrs.
The Beta Alpha Club is Invited to bag ,n apprcclation of her servlces in Madeline Webel of Rockland,
meet at the home of Miss Mildred coachjng ..garding- and «A Mid-!
Methodist Ladies Aid was enStetson, coyier of Knox and Gleason night Fantasy," recently presented'ttrtained Friday by Mrs. Nina
i Sprague.
streets. Wednesday evening.
by the club. Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs.
Judson Smith. Harry Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thayer of Lecna Starrett, Mrs. Annie Mank
Miss Fanny Ames went to FarmingCovina, Calif., were weekend guests
Miss Harriet Burgess were
ten last week to attend the gradua-1
cf Edward Burgess and Miss Harriet
named as the July picnic committee,
ticn exercises. Miss Bernice Smith
Burgesj.
and Mrs. Myrtle Strong will have
being a member of the class. Later
Mr. and Mrs. William McAuley,
charge of transportation.
ithey motored to various places, reMrs. Stonie W. Jameson, Mrs.
J
„ j i Mrs. Henry P. Starre.t and chil-,.
.
.
_
Charles Spruce and child of Camden
'
.
’ turning home Thursday
v
dren William and Virginia who have
„
.
_ „
were guests of Mrs Marian Williams
Mrs -----------Lawrence"Snell
■
and daughter
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. P
Betty of Kennebunk are guests of
Friday.
Starrett, left this morning for their
Mrs. Snell's mother, Mrs. Nettle
Llewellyn Oliver has returned from
home In Washington. D. C. Rich
Milan.
a visit to relatives in Friendship.
ard remains a month longer with his
The Baptist ladies circle meets
The Satinday night social held ln
grandparents.
Wednesday afternoon, with supper at
Seaside hall netted $20 80.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Venner mo
Mrs. Charles Rowe has employ
C o'clock.
tored to Boston Sunday, accompanied
Miss Edith Wilson, a teacher in the
ment with Mrs. Margaret Munsell for
by Mr. and Mrs. George H. Peters of
Malden Mass.. High School has ar
the summer.
Beston who had been their guests
rived home for the summer vacation.
Mrs. William Glendenning and
for several days. The Venners re
Miss Wilson is one of the Thomas
daughter Beverly Ann returned Satturned Monday.
ton High graduates who have made
Mrs? JohnC Mason returns today |urday t0
home ln Roekland
good as teachers in the Massachu
after spending two weeks with Mr
to her home in North Easton, Mass.
and Mrs. W. J. Freethy.
setts schools.
after several weeks' visit with her
Prof, and Mrs. Galen Eustis and
mother, Mrs. John Hanley.
two children of Waterville are guests
Mrs. James A. Levensaler of Bos- '
APPLETON RIDGE
of Mrs. Eustis' mother Mrs. Blanch
ton is visiting Mrs. Alida Keene.
ard T. Orne.
* * ’ *
Helen Morang of Augusta is visitThe cooked fcod sale Friday afterMiss Anna Fessenden of Newton-, mg her aunt Mrs. Hazle Perry.
neon for the benefit of the Town
Nurse Association will be held on thf ville. Mass., is at the Fessenden sum- j Thomas Gushee and son Harry of
Camden were last Tuesday callers on
hotel annex lawn if the weather per mer home on School street.
Mrs. Lena Delano is visiting her Mrs Elizabeth Newbert.
mits; if stormy, in Walsh's store. The
Commissioner Towle and helpers
sale commences at 1.30, and orders sis’er Mrs. Welden Orant in Brewer
have been graveling the roads re
may be placed in advance with Mrs. for a month.
Mrs. Weston Petrie and daughter cently.
Frank D. Elliot or Miss Christine
Ccrothy of South Portland who have
Alonzo Hawkes of Massachusetts
Moore.
been visiting her aunt Mrs. Fannie was Thursday and overnight guest
Howard, returned home Monday.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
The musical at the Baptist Church
Miss Eliza Whitney. Mrs Bertha ; Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert Visited her j |
Sunday evening drew together the York and Mrg Georgie
m0.
niece Mrs. Elizabeth Keller and largest audience of the series that tored
HoUday
Monday and
family Friday at Lincolnville Beach
has been given. The untiring efforts spent the day with Mrs. Alonzo
Nelson Moody and Warren Moody
of Mrs. Grace M. Strout. director ol Spaulding.
attended the High School commencathe local chorus, brought together a
Mr. and Mrs. George Frisbee and nient exercises at Waldoboro Friday
company of the best singers in Knox
Mrs Fred Bernham motored to BelMrs Esther Moody and son were
presenUt‘°n °f ““ fast Sunday to convey Mr. Frisbee s, in jtffcrsOn Wednesday and were
Hallelujah Chorus from the Messiah mcther wh0 has
visiting him to guwU Qf RaU Cunnlngham
w-as an am . ous P^° 60 • u w
her home
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley. Mrs. Julia
Leonard Deardon at the organ and a
Mrs Bertha York of Quiney. i
ChrysUl Stanley and
stirring chorus of 30 voices it was v
( th.
, ' .
,
.
..
_ .
..........
..
Ma-s., is tne guest of miss Eliza Both Moody enjoyed on outing Fnlnspiring.
.
K
• It is the first time the whitnrv
wtutney.
day
al Lincolnville Beach.
Hallelujah Chorus has been sung in
The Pythian Sisters will meet FriMr. and Mrs. Prank Morse and
Thomaston. The selections of the or day evening with Mrs. John Tillson daughter of Hope recently spent the
chestra were well chosen and the Please take dishes.
day wilh Mr. and Mrs. Austin Towle.
spontaneous outburst of applause
There were 56 who attended the ________________________________
following the playing of thc last Anierican Legion picnic at Morton's
selection, showed the appreciation of yhey had an excellent clam chowder
the audience and was a tribute to tlie ' lor
prjncipa! dish. Bathing and
excellent work of the orchestra under i cther water sports were indulged in. 1
Mr. Clark's leadership. The quartet
Mr and j^rs oUfford Roland of'
of the Universalist Church of Rock- fjew York city are guests of Mr. and
land had an important part in the Mrg Enoch Claris,
program, thereby contributing largeThere will be a meeting of the
ly to the success of the musical. For Thomaston Board of Trade tomorrow
the showing of the stereopticon views evening at 7.30 in the selectmen's
of the "Poet and Peasant" credit is rooms
given to the organist. Leonard Dear• . • •
don of St George and Brockton. Mass
The Auxiliary of Williams-Brasier
Mrs. Donald Graham and Mrs. M Post, A. L. has chosen these delebates
I. Halhagen, guests for a few days to the American Legion and Auxof Mrs. L. B. Gilchrest, have re- iliary annual convention which will
turned to their home in Freeport. L. I. be held in Portland July 3-5; Mrs
Miss Mae Gould, a recent graduate Edna Smith. Mrs. Katherine Risteen.
of Smith College, has arrived at the Mrs. Edith Clark; alternates, Mrs.
summer home of her parents, Mair. Charlotte Gray, Mrs. Ora Woodcock,
Mrs. Anna Brasier.
street.
• • • •
The weekly mecting of the Metho
Mr. and Mr.s. A. J. Lineken and sen dist Ladies Aid will be at the home
Prof. Edgar Lineken spent Sunday in of Mrs. Evelyn Snow. Green street,
Skowhegan in the home of their! Thursday morning. Picnic dinner
will be served at noon.
daughter Mrs. Francis Friend.
The engagement of Miss Mary R
Earl F. Woodcock, manager of the
Carter
to Willis L. Stiles of Portland
A.&P. store and his clerk Russell
Morgan attended thc meeting of was announced Sunday afternoon at |
A &P. managers and clerks of the an informal tea given by Miss Car
Rcckland district Sunday at Vinal ter's mother, Mrs. Calvin Carter.
The guests were Misses Blanche
haven.
At the morning worship hour Henry, Mildred Demmons, Jane MilSunday at the Federated Church lir, Eloise Dunn, Katherine Creigh
the sermon was on "Thc Poverty at ton, Dorothy Starrett and Ruth
Fulfillment."
“When men and Averill. Miss Carter was graduated
women have really wanted some from Thomaston High School in 1927
and frcm University of Maine in 1931.1
thing fine, it has brought to them
She was a member of "All Maine
enlargement of soul and nobility of
Women," and is now employed in the I
spirit; but when their real wants
University Library. Mr. Stiles is the
have been mean and sordid, the son of Mr. and Mrs. William C.,l
result has been leann-ess of soul.
Stiles of Portland, is a graduate of
Again and again in the history of
Portland High School in 1927 and
men and nations, the truth of the University of Maine in 1931. He is !
words of the Psalmist has been in the insurance business in Portland.
shown. ‘He gave them their request
No date has been set for thc wed
but sent leanness into their soul. ding. Miss Carter returned to Orono ,
Our real prayers are for what we
Monday.
really desire, and their answering
• • • »
will bring either the impoverishment
Thursday at 2 p. m. there is to be
or the enrichment of our lives, ac a pre-school clinic held at the office
cording as they arc mean or fine. ' of selectmen. Dr. Walter Conley,
The anthem by the vested choir was optometrist, will be present to ex-1
"Stand Up For Jesus." Flowers from amine the eyes. Dr. O. F. Cushing, i
Mrs. Richard Elliot's garden formed Dr. Lucy Spear and Mrs. William
the decorations.
Flint, school nurse will be present.
Mrs. Ralph Keyes of Augusta, It is most imperative that all children j
formerly of Thomaston, is a surgical entering sub-primary and first grade
patient at Dr. Adam Leighton's pri be present to be examined.
The Garden Club announces the ]
vate hospital ln Portland.
Kenneth Sumner Keyes of Au following classes of exhibits in its
gusta leaves Friday for Kent's Hill flower show next Saturday at the
where he is employed as a waiter at I Congregational vestry, in which all
Camp Menotoma.
1 are invited to make as many entries,
The June picnic of the Beta Alpha 1 as they will: Decorative bouquets, a j
Club at Mrs. Fred Davis' cottage, single kind of flowers or a mixture,,
Oeoper's Beach, Friday night was in containers of any size or shape I
enjoyed by more than 30 members j Specimen peonies, named varieties. |
and guests. Mrs. Vera Robinson as I one stalk hi a milk bottle. Flower 1

Laughter Offers Means
of Disguising Feelings

MEN

YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT

A REAL SHAVE IS UNTIL

YOU’VE TRIED

THE

NEW TARK ELECTRIC

RAZOR.

SI.00 gives you a lifetime of shaving comfort.
Here is a razor that treats your face kindly.
Smooth as silk, clean as a whistle, just plug U

in and have the finest shave imaginable.

The Tark Blade vibrates 7200 times a minute,
whisking the beard off like magic, without a
semblance of pulling or scraping.

THE TARK SAFETY GUARD MAKES THIS
THE SAFEST SAFETY RAZOR

T.4RJT ELECTRIC RAZOR
TARK BLADES, PACKAGE OF 10

GREGORY’S

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENT ER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
ROCKLAND

477 MAIN STREET,

OAK GROVE CABINS
AT GLENCOVE

OPEN SUNDAY, JUNE 18
WILL SERVE

FRIED CLAMS, LOBSTER SALAD AND STEWS

Colombia’s Coffee Farms
Are Seven Acres or Less
Of all the coffee farms ln Colom
bia, nearly 87 per cent, or 129,932
farms, are approximately seven
acres or less In size, while only 321
farms are as large as the average
farm ln the United Statea The
reason for this strange condition Is
that the culture of coffee ln Colom
bia Is confined largely to the tem
perate months In regions where the
trees are cultivated on the high
slopes of the Andes, producing the
finer grades of coffee bean known
to the coffee trade as "mllds" be
cause of the extraordinary smooth
ness of flavor. It ls these “high al
titude" coffees which are blended
with other coffees to produce the
blends which people enjoy to the
extent of some millions of cups per
day. The number of coffee trees ln
Colombia Is In excess of 539,000,000.
of which 400.000,000 are bearing.
The coffee tree frequently hears
both the fragrant white blossom and
the ripe red coffee "cherry" at the
same time throughout 11 months
of the year, so that harvesting ts
usually a continuous process In this
South American country. About 85
per cent of the Colombian coffee
crop Is consumed ln the United

♦ LOST AND FOUND ♦

•
WANTED
;
R******»»»**«**||

Expert

“Julia, do you know what love
hr

The young man put tbe question
tn an Intense voice.
“Yea," replied the girl, firmly.
"But do you really know?" he
asked again. “Have you ever been
the object of a love as undying as
the sun, as all-pervading as the atr,
as wonderful and sparkling as the
stars? Have you ever loved and
heen loved like tliat, Julia?”
In an agony of suspense he wait
ed for her reply.
•‘Have I?” she murmured. “If
you'll come up Into our boxroom, I
can show you a trunk full of letters
and three albums full of photo
graphs. Aad ln my Jewel case are
seven engagement rings.”—London
Tlt-Blta
Cheerful but Dumb

CASH

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO PUT
IN YOUR COAL FOR
NEXT WINTER

TELEPHONE 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
72-75

FOR SALE

Advertisements in this column not to^ ’
exceed three lines Inserted once for
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional llnee flve cents each for one time. ‘ STANDING HAY lot sale. Call MER10 cents for thrre times. 81x words VYN FLANDERS, 318-Y.
74-76
make a line.
McCORMAC DEERING horse rake and
prison wagon for sale. BERNARD E.
R<e.****-**** — —• a ♦ — 9 WHITTEN, Thomaston.
74-76
FOR SALE—Ten weeks' old pigs. White
Chesters and Berkshlres. $4 each while
they last STOVER FEED MFO CO., on
track at 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just be
73-78
MONEY ln bills lost on Main St., low Armour's. Tel. 1200.
near Fuller'a. Reward. HOYT EMERY.
GROCERY wagon. 1-horse farm wagon,
406 Old County Rd
74-76 1-horse mowing machine for sale. VH4AL
WALLACE. Cushing, address Warren
H F. D. 2.___________________ 74*76
3‘i H P stationary motor for sale. new.
guaranteed good
condition. FRANK
WEED, Pleasant Oardens.
75*77
SEEDLINGS—Late season sale. Big
Strong plants In fine condition, will
grow fast and bloom soon. All half
WANTED- Two farmers or poultrymen price—15c doz.. whole flats at 10c doz.
ln Knox. Lincoln or Waldo Counties A*any vegetables now ready. CHATER’S
with poultry equipment capable of OARDENS Camden. Turn left beyond
housing <500 to 1000 chicks and layers Ro£kport bridge.
76-78
to operate experimental farm and feed
REAL BARGAINS—Used Ice refrigera
ing tests Only responsible persons need
apply All chicks furnished by us. tors, Crawford coal range. Detroit Jewel
For further particulars write, with ref gas range, small coal cr v.ocd sieve
erences, or call at our ofllce STOVER (heater), Kelvinator electric refrigerator,
FEED MFO CO . on track at 86 Park St.. milk cooling Ice box. outboard 3peed’
Rockland. Just below Armour's. Tel. boat and motor. Sacrifice prices fo.1200.
74-76 quick sale. O. A. LAWRENCE CO.,
Rockland
74-76
I WISH to board child or adult, or
FOR SALE Large healthy chicks. 15
care for invalid In quiet country home
for <1 for this week only. Chicks
MRS. LAWRENCE, East Friendship.
76*78 bred from prize winners. Barred and
White Plymouth Rocks. White Wyan
MAN wanted to take care of an estab dottes, Rhode Island Reds and White
lished business In the sale of McCon- Leghorns. A few thousand surplus
non Products In Knox County Oood chicks_ __
.. per ________
.......
at 85
hundred. Wednesday
living right now with Increasing prollts and Saturday afternoons only. Add 50
- you become acquainted with cus- cents for parcel post and shipping to
tomers and buslneas. We finance re all mall orders for less than 100
sponsible persons. Experience not nec STOVER FEED MFO CO . on track at
essary. Apply by letter to McCONNON 86 Park 8t.. Rockland, Just below Ar
& COMPANY. Dept. SA—2243 Winona mour's. Tel 1200_______
7g.7g
Minn.
78*lt
26 FOOT POWER Boat, with Ford moSTEADY WORK — OOOD PAY Rella- I tor. for sale, CHESTER PHILBROOK.
ble man wanted to call on farmers In Owl's Head
75*77
Knox County. No experience or capital
. piwr pot.ti- .
~X---------needed
Write today. McNESS CO . „ *
of i00 acres and manDept M. Freeport. Illinois.
76*11 ?*2
* 1"’Prov<‘,nenU.
_______ is rooms and large porch, good out
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted. | buildings; borders lake. Furnishings if
Apply at MODERN PANTS COMPANY
desired At sacrifice. N. F. K.. Courler59-tf Oazette ofllce.
76*78
POSITION as housekeeper wanted Oo EISSNORE Outboard Racer, suitable for
anywhere Write BOX 63, Thomaston
Class B Completely overhauled and re
75*77 flnlshed: also 16 ft. Old Town Canoe.
75*77
POSITION as chel or order cook want Write A, care Courler-Oazette.
ed. Best of references. H. T. PERRY,
WHEN you are planning to sell your
Orace St.. City.
*tf chlrkens and fowl, rail PETER ED
65-tf
MOWINO MACHINE wanted at once WARDS Tel 806-J.. Rockland.
Must be ln good condition Communi
FOR SALE—Large Jersey Black Olant
cate with MR OOFF. The 8ain-O-set chicks, special this week. 15 for 61.50.
Phone 280. Rockland
75-77 Chicks
bred
from
prize
winners.
WANTED — Fresh Eggs at highest Mottled Anconas. 15 for 6120 Add 50
prices. Eggs have nearly doubled ln cents for parcel post and shipping to
price In the past ten days To get best all mall orders for less than 100 STOVER
results and receive these higher prices FEED MFG CO. on track at 86 Park
we advise that you start feeding your St. Rockland. Just below Armour's
1200.__________
76-78
chickens Immediately on "Just Right" ;Tel.
________________
Growing Feed, and your laytng hens on
1932 DUAL WHEEL- Chevrolet truck
"Just Right' Ejg Masl;. These feeds , with stake body; 1931 dual wheel Chevrocontaln Yeast and Oxide Iron along let truck with hydraulic hoist, steel
with 21 other Ingredients and they body. 1931 Ford sedan; 1930 Chevrolet
build egg machines out of growing roadster, like new; 1929 Chevrolet coachpullets. and force laying hens to lay 1930 Chevrolet sport coupe, and 20 others
larger and better eggs
They are made to select from at popular prices cash or
fresh dally Try them today STOVER terms; and wlll also buy late model
FEED MFO. CO . on track at 86 Park St . cars.
fREDERICK WALTZ, Knight*
Rockland. Just below Armour's
Tel Oarage. Park St Tel. 392-M
75-77
1200.
76-78
FURNITURE. BRIC-A-BRAC. china
dishes, cut glass. Hoover Vacuum
sweeper, andirons. Are screen, range oll
burner, mirrors, amplco player, victrola.
pictures, books; also standing hay for
sale KLAOOE KROFT. South Hope
_______________ _ _________________ 75-77
FITTED hard wood and Junks per
cord 88; fitted soft wood. 86. T J CARTHREE small places for sale, suitable ROLL Tel 263-21.
' gO-tf
tor henneries. 3 to IS acres. 8750 to
__
OOOD BUSINESS opportunity—cafe
8850. V F. 8TUDLEY. 283 Main. Rt
65-tf and sea Krill tor sale, located In Rock
Tel 1080
________
land on Route 1
If Interested write
ONE and a half story house for sale, "M P." care The Courler-Oazette. 75-77
furnished or unfurnished, on Atlantic
Highway at Lincolnville Beach, onefourth acre land with fruit trees, 10
acre wood lot. Apply J. F. COOMBS
Camden.
74-76

REAL ESTATE

!

TO LET

States.

LARGER DINING ROOM WITH BOOTHS

COAL PRICE
REDUCED

i

Laughter, or Its close analogue,
smiling, has another purpose tliat
we do not always realize, says the
Montreal Star. It forms an excel
lent mask. Not the Impassive, but
the emotionally active face. Is the
one that tells the least of^what lies
below. The movie type.of photo
graph. every face a l&ugh, most com
pletely and satisfactorily hides the
character that lies beneath. Smil
ing ns they Invariably do, they all
appear lovely and Invariably good
tempered. The natural movementa
of the facial muscles In laughing
lend themselves admirably to this
form ot disguise. A smiling face,
with tlie eyes partly closed and the
muscles drawn taut, means a physi
ognomy that defies any attempt to
decipher what lies beneath. It ls
Impossible to study the natural lines
that the facial muscles have been
given by yenrs of feeling and pas
sion. A dog never lies or deceives,
chiefly because he cannot laugh. Of
course, the face without a smile Is
not always nn open book either;
but It Is usually far easier to read
than the one disguised by a laugh.
Relax your tension by laughing rath
er than crying by all means. But
tt Is open to question whether a
function that Is now exercised by
less thnn half the human race, that
ns a rule ls outgrown with child
hood and that offers an excellent
means of disguising our Inner feel
ings, ls a function to be deliberately
fostered. Nor does lt appear that
many of the world's great prob
lems are ever solved by laughter.

— > lg

86<—

In Everybody’s Column

A black molly, tf one may read
Its mind, ls always cheerful. A De
troit expert voices the opinion, how
ever, that It Is a "dumb" flsh be
cause lt blunders about almost like
a pollywog without knowing where
lt Is going or why. Unfortunately,
the clever fishes you can teach to
read and write and to play the
ukulele, are not adapted to the com
munity tank. The jewel fish Is an
example. It seems that the same
characteristic that makes fishes
fighters nnd vindictive, also endows
them with brains.
Among the
peaceful fishes, the scalare stands
out as “Intelligent.”—Detroit News.
Honor Graves of German Sailors

On a sloping hllslde ln Asheville,
N. C., overlooking the French Broad
river, a large blue granite marker
has been erected to the memory of
men whose graves He beside It—to
the memory of the eighteen German
sailors who died ln Asheville dur
ing the World war while Interned
as enemies. The German ambassa
dor has said that this is the first
monument erected In America to
the German soldiers or sailors.—Re
view of Reviews and World’s Work.
Vestiges of Pas* at Home

The house you Ihu In ls full of
vestiges of the past The narrow
skirting board round i 'n- room Is all
that Is left of the wall-paneling
of the Tudors; the "lambs-taH”
molding of the sash-bars of the win
dows ls a degenerate descendant of
the medieval stone mulllon; the
wnllpaper ls a modern substitute
for figured tapestry or wall paint
ing.

APPLETON MILLS
Several from this place attended
the graduation exercises Friday eve
ning at Union high school building.
There will be a memorial service at
the Rebekah meeting Wednesday
evening.

RENTS three rooms\ furnished. 84
per week; unfurnished, six rooms and
bath, and seven rooms and bath, with
garage
V. F STUDLEY. 282 Main St.
!(>*<•>>*«>>•>*«»••>*•«•<•>«>*•> ♦’1 Tel.
1154 .
70-tf
WOULD like to hire old farm house
AT 17 WATER ST., city, board and
or Inexpensive camp or cottage for July

Summer Cottages

The Courler-Oazette.

76*78 SLRIFF1N.---------------------------- 76*76

maby

TWO furnished light housekeeping
rooms, bath, electric lights, gas MRS
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
_____________
76-78
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
, at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment.
Orient St. all modern; furnished apart
ment. 556 Main St upstairs. Inquire
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-CobbDavls.
_______________________ 74-tf
THREE furnished light housekeeping
rooms to let. use of bath 5 BAYVIEW
Sq Tel. 41-J.__________________ 74-76
FURNISHED house to let ln Rockland.
wven rooms and garage Pleasant loca
tion For particulars address P. S. N„
Courler-Oazette.
74*80
AT Southend, furnished tenement of
five rooms to let. with screened-lnporch. good view of harbor. MRS
PEARLEY MILLER Tel. 802-J.
74*76
TO LET-At 69 North Main St., flrat
floor tenement, flve rooms and bath,
f hot water heat and garage, gas and cook
STATE OF MAINE
1
stove
furnished. Apply at 65 NORTH
SHERIFF'S SALE
MAIN ST Tel 261-J,_____________ 74.7g
Knox County, SS
HALF a double house to let at 83
Taken this eighth day ot June. A IJ
1933 on execution dated May 24. A. D Summer St. Inquire C. M HARRINO69-tf
1933 Issued on a Judgment rendered by TON Tel 551-W
the Superior Court tor the County ol
HOUSE to let on Green St., flve rooms
Knox, at the term thereof begun and and bath. Apply 32 GREEN ST > Thomheld at Rockland within and for said < aston Tel. 13-2
74*76
County of Knox, on the flrst Tuesday of -------------------AT 22 Crescent St., seven room house,
May. A. D 1933. to wit. on the 10th
day of May. A D. 1933. In favor of Al- flush
____ toilet, electricity, rent 814 month.
75*77
fred Morton of Friendship ln said Coun-1 ‘ncludlng water. TEL 384-W.
ty of Knox, collector of taxes for said
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Oround
Town of Friendship for thc year A D floor All modern. 9 8uffolk St. M M.
1931. duly chosen and qualified, against ORIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
68-tf
Cecil R. Seymour of Lancaster In the
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to let,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts for
June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage
twenty-eight dollars and sixty cents vacant
TEL 958-J,
61“tf
(828 801 debt or damage, and thirteen ------------------- ---- .
dollars (8131 costs of suit, and will be
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St.,
sold at public auction to the highest ; seven pleasant rooms: also two garages,
bidder therefor, at the store of Robert , Inquire 12 WARREN ST.
65-tf
L. Thompson In said Friendship on the
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rats'
fourteenth day of July. A. D. 1933 at Called for and delivered. Heavy water
eleven oclock In the forenoon, standard ballast roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARDtlme. the following described real estate i WARE CO . 408 Main St
65-tf
and all the right, title and Interest ________
which the said Cecil R Seymour has
and had ln and to the same on the
thirteenth day of January, A. D. 1933 at
10 o’clock and 10 minutes ln the fore-’*
noon, the time when the same wa* at- , 1
tached on the writ In said suit, to wit:
*
Land on the eastern side of Friendship Long Island, and bounded and deALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
scribed as follows
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Beginning at stake and stones on
____________
________________
65-tf
the shore or bank of the eastern
corner ot land of the late Edward
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Thomas, deceased;
solicited. H. C. RHODB3. Tel. 5X9-J.
Thence northwest on the stone wall
one hundred seventy-five (175) feet:
________ ______fo-tf
to stake and stones:
FOR SALE OR TRADE for anything
Thence about southwest two hun , can use. Louden hay carrier, sixty feet of
dred ninety-three (293) feet to stake
track complete 158 CAMDEN ST . Rockand stones;
lantl. Me. Tel. 758-M_____________ 76*78
Thence southeast to said Edward
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
Thomas' water fence;
tion guaranteed. Called for and dellvThence northeasterly around the
J
ered.
Prompt service. Phone 791, CRIE
shore to the first mentioned bound,
HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St„ City.
containing two acres, more or less,
65-tf
with buildings thereon
Dated this eighth day of June, A. D I WHEN IN BOSTON—You can Duy
1933.
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
I home npws. at the Old South News
STANLEY L POLAND
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
73-T-79
Deputy Sheriff.
1 Church; also at M. Andelman's. 284
[ Tremont St.
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made"to
' order. Keys made to flt locks when
j original keys are lost. House. Office or
' Car. Code books provide keys for all
i locks without bother. Scissors and
« Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
Parcel Delivery
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791. 65-tf

FIVE ROOM cottage at Crescent
Beach, to let. modern conveniences,
glassed - ln - piazza. Price
reasonable
STEVEN BRAULT Tel 97-W
74*76
FOUR ROOM cottage to let. furnished
or unfurnished, flve minutes walk from
salt water bathing beach near Olencove;
flush closet, electric lights, city water
CALL Tel 808 Rockland
76-78
FURNISHED apartment to let, two
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEFOCK
ST Tel. 600 or 2U-M
65-tl
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
rooms. Anplv at CAMDEN Si ROCK
65-tf
LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
65-tl
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
tenements. Main. Orove. Orsce. Court
Sts
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb
Davis.
65-tl

MISCELLANEOUS

Light Trucking
Family Washings

Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
TeL 106-R

The Courier-Gazette

Every-OtKer-Day

®SOC* ETY.

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
aoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding who Ls
spending the summer at her cottage |
at Holiday Beach had as guests Mrs
Wallace Spaulding and son Donald
TELEPHONE .............................. 770 or 7M of Camden, Mrs. Charles Smith,
Mrs. Walter Currier, Mrs. Earl
Among local boats convoying the
Woodcock, Mrs. Weston Young. Mrs.
Amberjack from Whitehead to Pul
Benjamin Smalley and Mrs. May
pit Harbor were the Duchess owned
nard Brazier of Thomaston.
by Mrs. J. M. Baldrige. and Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Leighton's yacht, the KoMr. and Mrs. P. P Bicknell and
rona. The Comanche of Providence
Miss Edith Bicknell went to Boston
was also in the group, the last named
Sunday for a few days' stay.
the boat chartered by press repre
sentatives.
Mrs. J. N. Southard was hostess

DON’T MISS OUR

Mid
Summer
Sale

to the Breakfast Bridge Club at
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Glover have as
luncheon yesterday at Ocean View
guests Mrs. W. F. Schoell and Miss
Tea Room, Camden. Mrs. Leola
Caroline Pennock of Philadelphia.
Roh and Mrs/aeorge L. St. Clair
were special guests.
Mrs. Lizzie Peaslee who has been
the guest of her sister in Gardiner
Angus W. Grant who has been
for a month returned Sunday, motor
the guest of hls daughter, Mrs. J.
ing back with her son. Dr. E. W. j
M. Pomeroy, returned to St. Stephen I
Peaslee, who had been attending thc
N. B., Saturday.
annual convention of the Maine
Dental Society in Augusta.
Supt. and Mrs: E. L. Toner were in
Orono for the weekend, guests of
Miss Hazel Marshall gave a bridge
relatives.
luncheon Friday evening at her
home on North Main street. There
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin F. Perry, Jr.,
were two tables, and honors were i of Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.. were guests
won by Mrs. Charles Schofield, Mrs. j for the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. B
Oardner French and Mrs. Leland
S. Robinson in Portland.
Drinkwater.

Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw and son
William, and Miss Rose Whitmore,
motored to Portland Sunday to meet
Capt. Wincapaw coming on from
New York for a few days. Capt.
Wincapaw flies a plane back to New
York tomorrow, weather permitting.

NOW IN PROGRESS

Miss Ruth Starrett has returned |,
to Warren after spending a week
with her aunt, Mrs. Maurice Ginn.

Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore has as
guest Mrs. Hatton Wilson of Criehaven. Friday they were dinner
guests of Mrs. Wilson's cousin, Miss
Hortense Wilson in Thomaston.

Mr. and Mrs. Almon Cunningham
Principal and Mrs. Joseph E.
who have been visiting Mr. and
Blaisdell and son Franklin have
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham since Thurs
gone to their farm in Sidney for th?
day .return to Boston tomorrow.
summer.

NEW LOW PRICES - GROCERY DEPT.
TID BITS
PINEAPPLE
GRAPE FRUIT
SLICED PEACHES,

SOLID-PACK

5c
25 c

TOMATOES, can,

ONLY

FANCY

SHRIMP, 3 cans,

LARGE BOTTLES—STI FFED

OLIVES,
X
J I

FULL QUART JARS

SWEET MIXED PICKLES,
PABST HALF-POUND PACKAGE

J

CHEESE,
PRUDENCE

LAMB STEW,

Unusual Bargains in

Every Department

j

Myles S. Weston entertained at a
picnic supper Thursday at his cot
tage, Westacres, Pleasant Point, his
gufests being Mr. and Mrs. Ensign
Otis of Rockland. Nathan A. Farwell of Orff’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Piercy of Nobleboro. Mr. and
Mrs. W. B D. Gray, Mr. and Mrs
William T. Flint. Mr. and Mrs. B
L. Grafton, Miss Clara Spear, Miss
Katherine Stevens and Henry FMeDonald of Thomaston.

Cards have been received here an- I Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lancaster of'
rcunclng the marriage in Waterbury, New Britain and Squirril Island
Conn.. June 22 of Fiank T. Pearsons, I v, re gue:tt of Mr. ar.d Mrs. L. E
formerly of this city, and Mtss Doris Blackington, Monday.
E. Small, formerly of Crescent Beach
•-------Friends will hasten to offer thelr
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich
congratulations.
j arrive from Boston today rnd open
I their Tenant's Harbor p.'aos, The
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cassens enter- Cra2S
the
£Ummer stay,
tained Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Booth |
_____
and Miss Edith Dickenson and Mtss
Mr. ar.d Mrs. F. E. Sherman and
Naomi Cream were entertained by Mrs. E. W. Berry are in Belfast to
Mr. and Mrs. R. I. Thompson over attend the funeral of Fred W. Pote.
the weekend. The visitors were tb^,
Dudley Radio Carollers of Provi ’Norman Waldron arrived Friday
dence, who were at the First Bap from Manlius. N Y.. to spend thc
tist Church Sunday.
summer vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldron,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hopkins.
Limerock and Broadway. He was
(Irma Crockett) daughters, Marjorie
accompanied by his aunt, Miss
and Helen Louise of Fredericksburg,
Emma Titus of Brookline, Mass,
Va., and sister, Mrs. Lewis Albee
who will also spend the summer here
iRockie Crockett) of Fort Lauder
dale, Fla., arrived Sunday to be the J Mr. and Mrs A. L. Whittemore
guests of their father, G. O. B. Crock who have been guests of Mrs. E. S.
ett; their sisters, Mrs Henry Jordan Levensaler, return to Guilford to
and Mrs. Donald Cummings; and day.
other relatives for three weeks.

lc

RAISINS,

I

1l!

BEEF STEW, two cans,

IMPORTED—IN PURE OLIVE OIL

SARDINES, can,
BUDWEISER

5c
5c

SWEET CALIFORNIA

5c

5c

PRUNES, pound,
L,UI,TIIOl'SE

59c

MALT,

7c
10c

LARGE PACKAGE SEEDED

[0c

CLEANSER, three for

LARGE BAR

Ralph L. Flanders, director of the
New England Conservatory of Music,
and Mrs. Flanders of Brookline, j
Mass., have arrived at their summer
The F&F Club had dinner at the I
home, Cedar Hedges on the South Community Sweet Shop Friday,
Mrs. Harold Keller of Newton. Shore. Northjort. for the season. | wRh cards at thp home Qf m
Mass., is guest of Mrs. J. M. Baldrige Mrs. Richard E. Stevens, a member
Cunningham. Granite street. Honors
at Warrenton Park.
of the faculty, has joined her hus were won by Mrs. Maude Hallowell.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Stewart were band, also of the faculty who is re Mrs. Evie Perry and Mr.s. James F
at thelr cottage at Bremen for the cuperating at their summer home in Carver. Mrs. F. R. Benner of Na
Northport from a recent illness.
weekend.
hant, Mass., was a special guest.
Miss Ellen J. Cochran and Miss
Mabel Stover who have been visiting
relatives of Miss Cochran in Bluehill for the past week are expected
home today.
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1 UC

10c

LAUNDRY SOAP, three for,
SUNSHINE EDGEMONT

CRACKERS, two packages,

Mr. and Mrs. William T. White of'
New York, accompanied by thelr i
daughter, Mrs. Waldo Adams and j
daughter Nancy of Dubuque. Iowa, |
are expected to Saturday to be atj
(he white summer home. Spring Hill;
Farm, for the season.
H. H. Stickney and family of Bel
mont, Mass., are at thelr cottage at
Crawford Lake for the summer.

Dr. and Mrs. A, W. Foss have ar
riving as guests tomorrow Mrs.
Foss' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
D. Taber of Mattapan. Mass.
Charles Snow Hall Is in Portland
on business in the Interests of the
G. A. Lawrence Co.

Mrs. F R. Benner of Nahant.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Keyes who
Mr. and Mrs. Charles N. Swinn of
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Annie
are making an extended stay with
Winthrop, Mass., are guests of Miss
O'Brien, Pleasant street.
their daughter in Concord, N. H..
Chrystol Cameron at Camp NoreMiss Helen D. Perry, president of
are guests of Mrs. Keyes' father C.
Supt. E. L. Toner was in Augusta the Garden Club, is in Belfast to
mac, at Holiday Beach.
E. Goulding.
yesterday on business.
day to attend the annual mecting
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gordon are
of the Garden Club Federation of
Miss Margaret Adams has com
Mrs. Audrey Banks who was a
occupying
the Hall cottage at South
pleted her studies for dietitian at guest of Mrs. J. C. Cunningham the Maine.
Thomaston for the summer.
Cambridge Hospital and returns past week has returned to East BosMiss Muriel Redman of Danville is
Mervyn Bird and sons Gilbert and
Miss Esther Nickerson entertained
horn? tomorrow. She will be accom
visiting
her grandnarents. Mr. and
Eleanor Hall is the guest of Miss
ton'
Friday afternoon on the yacht Conrad of Belfast were weekend
panied by Miss Frances Scoff of
Mrs.
Alfred
Cates.
Maud
Hall at Point Thorndike,
The Sunday sTh^l class (Univer- Em*^
» hunt along the ccast for guests of Mr. Bird's mother, Mrs
Roslindale, Mass., a former class
South Thomaston.
Nellie
Bird,
North
Main
street.
•»
mate at Nasson Institute, who wiU salist) of Mrs. George W. Palmer thp Presidential party in the Amber^/tev and Mrs. L. Andrews and son
Her guests were Misses
had a jolly picnic last week at South ^clt _11
The Methebesec Club has its flrst
visit Miss Adams.
Rex. while on their way from Water
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Hanshaw
who
has
Pond. In swimming races Stuart Elzada North and Constance Snow. bcen spending a few days in Warren ville to Searsmont were the geests ummer outing Friday at the cottage
The final meeting of the season of MacAlman and George Huntley won Robert and Hervey Allen. RusseU
the guest of her cousin. Mr. Robin last Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred of Mrs. Alice Karl, Megunticook
the Woman's Association of the First prizes, and in the water race win Bartlett, and Albert Richardson of
Cates. In Waterville they attended Lake. Plan to leave about 10.30, and
son, has returned homex
Baptist Church, takes place tomor ners were Dick Marsh, Ray Fogarty, Ealing, England. Mrs. John O. Ste
'ake box lunch. Transportation may
ihe graduation of their neice.
row afternoon at 2.30 at the parlors. Toppy Bird and Donald Marriner. vens chaperoned. Mr. Stevens acting
be arranged with Mrs. Katherine St.
Miss Carrie Sheriffs who has been
All women of the parish are invited Others present were Ralph Thomp- 35 pl‘ot
spending the past six weeks in Mid
Miss Virginia Snow returned yes Clair at Crescent Beach.
to attend.
son, Roland Thompson. Kenneth
dletown, Conn., has returned home. terday from New Meadows where
Israel Snow is the guest of Harry
Floyd L. Benner and family of
Post. Edward Williamson and Wiljo
she had been attending a house
Houston in Guilford for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown are in
Maurice Duncan, home from Uni party since her graduation from Auburn spent the weekend with Mr
Choate. One of the features of the
Boston.
versity of Maine for the summer, has Farmington Normal School. Miss ind Mrs. L. W. Benner, who re
day was the organization of a secret
Mrs. Ernest Hagar and daugh
gene to Hatchet Mountain Camp Snow's parents, Mr. and Mrs. turned with them for a visit,
society
to
begin
meetings
in
the
fall,
ter. Miss Elizabeth Hagar, who are
Mrs. Wilbur S. Cross was hostess to
where he is to be councillor for thc Robert A. Snow. Miss Constance
and
these
offlcers
were
elected:
at Knox Hospital recovering from
the Thimble Club last evening.
Mr and Mrs. John Lull of Chicago
coming
season.
3r.ow and Miss Estelle Hall attendPresident, Wiljo Choate; vice presi their recent serious accident, are
ai graduation exercises, She "gr'adu411at ,helr Crescent Beach cotuKe
Miss Elizabeth Burrlll of New dent, Donald Marriner; secretary gaining slowly.
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler of East Wal ated from thc Home Economics de- for lhe sea£OnYork arrived Sunday to be guest of and treasurer, Stuart MacAlman.
doboro has returned home after a
Miss Mabel Stover who has been
partment with a B.S. degree.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Smith. Broad
Mrs. Damie Rose Gardner has re
The June meeting of the Garden at the home of Mrs. Frances Ryder visit with relatives in this city.
street.
turned from an extended visit with
Club takes place this afternoon at is to be with Miss Lena Miller. Grace
Mrs. Grace Robbins aifcl son Wil
friends in Auburn.
• Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Sylvester of the home of Mrs. Charles H. Berry, j street, for several weeks.
WED.-THURS.
liam Carter cf 574 Main street
Portland were recent guests of Mr. Talbot avenue. Members are asked
_____
Thursday received two related out of
Mrs. Evelyn Nash of New York Is
and Mrs. George W. Palmer while on to note change of time to 2.30. Miss Bernadette Snow is in Guil town callers, Oaar M. Ckrver of
the
guest of Mrs William Sharpe at i
ford
for
the
summer.
a motor trip to Canada.
Speakers will include Mrs. W O.
Pennsylvania and sister Miss Ruth
Dynamite Beach.
Fuller and H. Heisted of Rockport,
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and daugh and Mrs. Kathleen Marston will pre
Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Kittredge of Carver of Worcester, Mass.
Miss Gail 8harpe who has com-!
, Jacksonville, Fla., are visiting Mr.
ters Misses Eva, Ruth and Madlene sent a group of contralto solos.
Mrs. R. F. Saville was in Portland
pleted a year at House in the Pines. I
_____
j Kittredge's parents Mr. and Mrs. F.
Rogers, Barbara Beale and L. C
Saturday and attended the Ringling
Norton, Mass., Is spending the sum- j
Jackson, Jr., motored to Southwest
MiSs Rose Adams returned Sun- M. Kittredge, Chestnut street. They Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus.
mer with her grandmother, Mrs. E. D.1
Harbor Sunday and were guests of day from Boston where she attend- were accompanied from Washington,
Spear, Maple street?.
Mrs. Eva Joy and daughter Con ed the Maybury-Blaisdell wedding ' YJ. C., by Mrs. A. J. Weymouth and
David S. Beach has returned from |
Miss Dorothy Weymouth, who will Moncton, N B , whither he accom
stance, formerly of this city. A on Saturday.
M' s. Maurice Gregory
Glenvisit relatives in Maine.
feature of their trip was a. sail out
panied Mrs. Beach and their two
rove,
has
as
her
guest
for
a
few
days
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hatch and
around the Amberjack, going so near
daughters Betty and Eileen, who will
Mr.s. A. S. Snow and daughter Miss
her daughter, Mrs. Freeman Blodgett
that they could hear the President family of Arlington, Moss., arrived
spend a six weeks' vacation there, as
□f Somerville, Mass.
giving orders to his sons for hoist Priday and will spend the summer Mabel Snow arrive tomorrow from guests of Mrs. Beach's parents, Mr.
Brookline, Mass., for their annual
ing sails. They were thrilled to have at the Mrs. Alice Spear homestead,
and Mrs. M. C Lockhart.
summer visit.
Mrs. Ann Beverage of North
the President doff his hat, smile on the South Warren road.
—Haven is visiting her sisterj Mlrs.
Frank II. Whitney, Mrs. Bertha
and bow to them, responding to the •
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Rich, with
Among recent arrivals in Camden
Emma Thurston, at The Highlands.
salute from their boat. The Presi
children,
Mary Perry and Richard Raymond and Miss Sarah Smith, who
dent was a comfortable looking fig for the summer are Miss Frances Raymond, of Detroit, after a motor have teen spending the winter at
Miss Ellen Briekley, Spring street,
ure, dressed in white pantaloons, Porcheimer who is occupying thc trip through Canada, Niagara Falls. Fruitland Park, Fla., arrived home
Alden
house
on
High
street,
coming
has
as her guest her nephew, Harrv
yesterday,
having
covered
1760
miles
white shirt with sleeves rolled to the
Lake Champlain, the Adirondack.1:
Brjckley, of( Boston.
elbow, a sleeveless gray sweater and there from Cincinnati; Commander and White Mountains are with in Mr. Whitney’s motor car since last
white yachting cap. Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. William Justiae Lee and Perry's father, J. F. Rich, at his Tuesday. When they reached the
Mr. and Mrs. Ibrook Cress enter- j
Carounas they encountered an exces
was at Southwest Harbor, the guest family of Washington, D. C.; Mr. Glencove farm.
tained 12 of the Grace street chil-1
and
Mrs.
Dean
C.
Osborne
of
Brook

sive
heat
wave
marked
by
a
tempera

of Mrs. Drier for the weekend after
dren Saturday at their Crescent
A contributor writes: At the Edu ture of around 100 as they passed'
visiting in Farmington. The Rock lyn, who are at their estate. BayBetfeh cottage. The dav was a happy I
land party saw her driving along in berry Farms, on the Belfast road; cational Club picnic at Glencove— through several States. It was so dry
jne.
Those present were Ruth
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Zlatko
Balakovic
in
that
region
that
the
crops,
includ

when
ten
more
applications
for
new
A Worr»e» Bros. HH wttfl fhe girl
her sport roadster. Saturday eve
you loved in' Covalcade-—
Thomas, Betty Munro, Bertha
ning Mrs. Drier gave a reception for of New York who will occupy the memberships were received and the ing cotton, seemed to be in serious (
MARGARET LINDSAY
Coombs, Madeline Munro, Rust-all
Mrs. Roosevelt, attended by about William Borden cottage on Bay View same two key women as last year, danger. One pleasing thing the tour- 1
ind Robert Nash, Ernest and Rich
200 of the townspeople, among whom street. Mrs. Balakovic was the for “made good" on drive work (Mrs. ists did note was the great quantity
TODAY
mer
kliss
Joyce
Borden.
Mr.
Balak

ard
Munro, William
Brackett,
of
new
construction
going
on
every

Rebecca
Ingraham
/and
Mary
Perry
were Mrs. Joy and her daughter.
SILVIA SYDNEY
Harold Tolman and Alfred Caine.
ovic is a renowned violinist and last Rich) Rev. George H. Welch, with where to the southward of Massachu
in
Specials for balance of this week: season made an extensive ooncert masterly word imagery, introduced setts. lytr Whitney reported a most
"JENNIE GERHARDT"
Large, healthy chicks, 15 for *1. tour abroad. At Rockport Miss such Greek philosophers as Aristip satisfactory winter for his section as
Turn That Vacant Room
Bred from prize winners. Barred Annie Russell has opened her sum- pus, Zeno, Socrates and Plato, Inci- to Florida, both as to weather and
and
White
Plymouth
Rocks. mer home after a winter in Winter | dentally condemning the extreme J general conditions. He plans to re
Into Cash With a
Rhode Island Reds. Wyandottes and Park, Fla. Miss Edith Clarke Pat- i pleasure-loving, pain-avoiding teach- main in Rockland until August, when
“To Rent” Advertisement
White Leghorns, at Stover's, Rock terson, after a winter in California,' ings of the renowned founder, Epi- he will visit the Century of Progress
in The Courier-Gazette
SHOWS—2.00—6.45—8.45
land Complete line seeds and ferti has opened her cottage at Lincoln cirrus. Gatherings of this club never tn Chicago. He will then return to
Continuous Sat. 2 p. m. till 10.30
Telephone 770
fall to provide mental exhilaration. Rockland to stay until Labor Day.
lizers.
*
76-78
ville Beach, for the season.

Distinctive Stationery

$1

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Personal, Student and Monarch 8ize Stationery of excellent white
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
Printed in black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
Ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size 5%xS%, ’50 sheets and 100
envelopes to match, $1 00.
4 Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
7'4Xl0'2 and 100 envelopes 3’.x7'i plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Raised letter printing on paper only, cach size 60c extra.
Write name and address plainly, print lf possible. Remit with
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

j

ROCKLAND, MAINE

RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
AUTHORIZED

PHILCO,

CROSLEY

MAJESTIC,
WE RENT RADIOS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
75-tf

Nlghtv at S, Saturday matinee | Phone Skowhegan 431 for Reserva2.30 P. M. Daylight having I tions. All seats 50c to it plus tax.
All This Wet k—Matinee Saturday

The famous radio stars—the "Stebbins Boys of Bucksport”
ARTIIUR ALLEN and PARKER FENNELLY
in the mystery comedy
“MURDER ISLAND"

Staring Monday Night, July 3, and All Next Week
SPECIAL HOLIDAY MATINEE TUFSDAY. JULY 4
Lakewood Players Present
the season's greatest comedy success
"WHEN LADIES MEET"
by Rachel CTothcrs
with
Leona Marirle,
Leona Powere,
Erl? Dressier
Sylvia Fif'd
Hoc on Richards,
Robert Keith,
Brandon Peters
ENTIRE BALCONY 50 CENTS EVERY PERFORMANCE
LAKEWOOD DANCES
Friday and Saturday Nights, Jun- 3(1 and July 1
I INK PORTER AND HIS NEW YORKERS

Holiday Dancer July 3, Night Before the Fourth
Sum rt to Midnight—Midnight to Dawn
LEO HANNON ano IIIS MUSICAL BELLHOPS
Spend The Fourth At Lakewood

AFTERNOON
AND NIGHT

PLEASANT ST. GROUND

TUES.

JULY 4

HAGENBECK
-WALLACE

Cl RCUS

PRIVATE DETECTIVE 62

T'

T

'T

V “

”

~

V

\

PRESENTING HUNDREDS OF AMAZINO NEW
WORLD-WIDE FEATURES THIS SEASON INCLUDING

PRINCRS* MU KAUN, Royal Padaung

GIRAFFE-NECK WOMAN
FROM BURMA
Positively appearing in Main Performances of The Dig Show

BEATTY Battling 40 Ferocious LIONS A TIGERS
BOMBAVO, ta Astounding: Ideate on a Bounding Rope
GORGEOUS NEW SPECTACLE
1 UF SflfntS"
_____

* Hundred* •« World's Orootoot Aronie »tor*-— Army of Clown*
I
Mammoth MonogorSo B Herd* of Clopfconta dk
BOO Her***—B Ringo and Stage*

M.

TWO Cwnpfet, P,rform*ncn« DAILY illtndl P. Doer, Onwn X 1 nnd 7
AT ALL | Down Town Ticket Sale on Cirrus
TIMES
Day At Corner Drug Store
76-77

CHILDREN

25c

Every-Other-Day
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AT LAKEWOOD THEATRE
years ago. A phial came through
WHAT ARE YOU READING?
the mail to the University. It con
The Old Favorites Continue To
‘The,Stebbins Boys" The Big Draw
Recalling Venture In Which tained what appeared to be a quan
Enjoy An Enormous Sale
ing Card For That Institution
tity of small round stones. With it
C. Vey Holman of South was a request for identification.
ThLs Week
Writes E. F. Edgett, the brilliant
Thomaston Was Interested This phial was received at a time
literary
editor of the Boston Tran
Arthur Allen and Parker Fennelwhen there was an immense amount
The Winslow correspondent of the of rush work ahead. It was set aside script :
ly, C'the Stebbins Boys cf Bucks
To continue the Mibject of Every- j
port" are proving the greatest at
Lewiston Journal writes an inter for examination. In some way it
Another Maine novel — "Pascal s traction Lakewood ever has had at
esting story about the tin mine which got pushed out of sight and was man's Library of which I spoke last j
Mills" by Ben Ames Williams (E. P this time of the year and are draw
once existed in that town, operated overlooked for a long period, a year week. I might as well pass on to my Dutton & Co.) One reviewer has said
ing record crowds to Lakewood
or so. probably. When found all the listeners some further information
by a Knox County man. The story
identification marks had disap about the popularity of reprints that that it is a masterpiece of atmos Theatre where they are now appear
follows:
peared. All that could be recalled are designed to bring before readers phere, and that Williams surpasses ing as guest stars in the mystery
• • • •
was that it had come from some some of the best books of thc past. himself in telling a haunting story comedy "Murder Island." The two
Except among the very oldest resi
of tragic mood. Williams writes of famous radio artists are appearing
place in Aroostook County.
During a pariod of more than a quar
dents of this town, It is not prob
Examination of the stones showed ter of a century a London publishing two strange brothers and the lovely at Lakewood through the courtesy of
ably known that a tin mine once them to be pure tin. Efforts were house has been bringing out a series daughter of the woman one of them the Socony executives for whom they
loved. Located in a lonely Maine broadcast regularly from Naw York.
'.flourished here. Tills mine was made to locate the sender, but to no of illustrated “Pocket Classics'' for
hamlet are Jude and thc girl. Dora Arthur Allen became a household
which the many who are seeking
hocated on the hillside, near where avail.
Prof. Knight always felt that who- gcod reading have been asked to pay J And then the story unfolds, reach- I vv-orcl as the David of the "Abe and
rthe Elms is now located on the
I ever sent them had found the tin for each volume no more than one 1 ing a climax of a violent hatred, and David" series while the two since
jAugusta - Waterville road. It went pellets in the bed of some brook,
then have become popular for their
shilling, which at the normal rate of tragedy.
I'out of existence about the time of where the tin had been washed exchange is twenty-five cents. The i
"Stebbins Boys" and “Sr.ow Village"
ON THE TRAIN
^the Civil War and has never been down from a hill or mountain side first book these publishers issued in !
sketches. In “Murder Island" they
Last summer, when we went to Maine
operated since that time. A dozen during the freshet periods.
1903 was “David Copperfield," and J We traveled overnight by train.
play two humorous middlcaged men,
At evening, when my prayers were said Enos and Caleb Higgins, who flnd
Jor so years ago C. Vey Holman of So.
In the years which followed of it no less than half a million The
porter came to make my bed
'Thomaston, wealthy and well verted Knight made many explorations in copies have been sold up to the pres He drew the rurtatns all around
' themselves owners of a hotel, an
And shut me ln all safe and sound
ownership that involves them in a
in geology, who had operated mines Aroostook hoping to find the brook ent hour. Of the ten books in the j So I alone could snugly He
F in various parts of the country gave from which the tin came, but with series which have reached the largest Arfd watch the stars go sliding by.
strange mystery. "Murder Island"
What fun It was! and as I lay
! continues at Lakewood for the balmuch studv to this vein of tin.
nothing to guide him. was never sue- I' sales, five are by Dickens—“David The moon came up as bright as day
I could clearly see at last
1 He opened up a shaft, took out a J cessful.
J ance of the week with the customCcpperfield," “Pickwick Papers." “A So
The country as we hurried past—
considerable amount of ore for test
The
cows asleep upon the hill.
Tale of Two Cities." “Oliver Twist"
1 ary matinee on Saturday.
The little houses dark and still. »
J, ing purposes and studied the lay of
and 'The Old Curiosity Shop." This A lighted town, a bridge, a brook.
IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING
Next week, starting Monday night,
[ the vein. He found that the ore i
-------seems beyond the shadow of a doubt Like pictures printed ln a book
j
the
Lakewood Players will present
But what seems puzzling to my mind
carried tin of a high quality, that th?
Rev. Frederick W. Smith of the to dispel the illusion common to We never left the moon behind—
one of Broadway’s most recent and
shone above as clear as dav
1 vein extended in a northerly and Maine Civic League was ln an in- many minds that Dickens is not read It
greatest successes, thc comedy
And stayed right with us. all the way!
—Carol Haynes, ln Harper's Magazine
j westerly direction, under the Ken- formal conference with “drys” at- nowadays. The other five most
j "When Ladles Meet." written by
| nebec river toward Oakland. There tending the United Baptist conven- I popular books in this list of ten are
• • • •
' Rachel Crothers, foremost woman
"Allen Corn." Sidney Howards
of this country. ..when
was no question as to the excellent tion in Lewiston, Thursday. He "Lorna Doone," “Under the Green
at thc
quality of the tin. nor of the abund told these leaders that in spite of wood Tree," "Treasure Island," “The play which stars Katherine Cornel! , udies Meet„ ran all
New York and was
ance of thc supply, in the Judgment hostile propaganda, in spite of per Cloister and the Hearth" and “Jane j is offered bv Charles ScrlUper's Sons.. Royaie Theatrc
of Mr. Holman, but the cost of min- sonal threats of violence and em- Eyre," one for each of five famous1 The reviewers agree largely that the called -the most exhUarattog comedy
ing and extracting the metal from : barrassment to signers of petitions, English novelists, Blackmore, Hardy..; play Itself ls not extraordinary ofthe waf<)n.. It „ the story of a
the tin made it prohibitive as a com-1 and in spite of the stealing of Stevenson, Charles Reade and Char though well suited for Miss Cornells woman novelis,
mcrcial proposition. For this rea- petitions with scores of signatures, lotte Bronte. Of course these pub talents. “It is concerned with a sit-________________________________
son further work on the develop- j there will be placed on file before lishers are able to do this because the dation which, while important to not claim the same exemption from
ment was stopped. All that remakis June 29. 10.000 signatures on a \ works of all the authors represented some of the characters, and made respect. How shall he fully enjoy
of it now is a partially tumbled down petition for referendum of the j ln their series are out of copyright. much of bv the playwright, does not Wordsworth, who has never medi
The entire number of books in these lend itself especially to general
fence around the entrance to the Weatherbee bill.
' "Pocket Classics" now includes 320 understanding and feeling," one re tated on the truths which Words
shaft.
|
— .
.
■ titles, with total sales of twenty viewer has commented, and con worth has wedded to iirtmortil
Mr. Holman, as a boy. had visited
youth and age
million copies. It would appear from tinues to say that "on the boards verse?"—From "Literary Remains of
the old tin mine when it was in full
-------this that new books are by no means the play might convey its meaning. Samuel Taylor Coleridge. 1836."
operation. It was the remembrance
•
'For The Courier-o»«»e|
...
...
...
.
,
. .
Intrepid youth! thou know’st not fear. throwing old books into the discard.
but in reading lt Is difficult to feel
_
.
of this that caused him to make his Thy dauntless spirit doth aspire
Did vou hear Erica is marrying
Why do not some American publish
To wing ln rapid soaring flight.
its
mood,
or
be
conscious
of
drams
.
„
...
....
prospect here.
A course direct to heart's desire
her X-ray specialist?
ers go and do likewise? Perhaps they
that matters.” The play, however.,
It is not at all surprising that For thee no barrier doth arise
do. although from the secret recesses has received enthusiastic notices, ‘,W*U' shes lucky' Nobody eUs
.,___
. .
..
.
, No obstacle can e'er avail.
there
shou.d be a tin mine here, »jor clouds of darkness, nor distress,
of my memory I cannot immediately since its production, and from the could ever see anything in her'"~
even
though it cannot be worked Nor storms of ralr. or snow or hall
Can give thee pause: thou dost press on recall them.
standpolnt of stage craftsmanship Was^ln<ton Labor.________________
With profit, for most students Of And ne'er doth slacken rapid pace.
epolotrv wno
who have
studied Maine
stl11 the
determined,
spirit
geoiogy.
nave stuaiea
Maine Fer
To reach
tQ wln
the strong
race
A Scottish minister was on his vitality, dignity, originality, the play
agree that there are reasons to beusual visiting rounds when he came undoubtedly deserves them.
...
, .
. ,
. While age. grown skeptical and slow.
l.cve there is a considerable amount
Oft disheartened tn the rear,
across one of his old friends. "And
of it in the State.
9T°"n doubtful and ofttlmaa the prey how has the world been treating you,
When Noel Coward's "Design for
Of hopes deferred and haunting, fear
Prof. Ora W. Knight, for many Not venturesome to keep the path
Jock?" asked the minister.
Living" closed in New York last
„„„
That s'1 must tread to win the o-lre
years one of the leadikg chemists
nP9 before the wavering sight,
"Very seldom!" replied Jock sadly. ’ week, although It was still luring j
and geologists of Maine, who died a . Alluring tempting to the eyes
—Watchman-Examiner.
sell-out business, the show had
few vears ago. believed that some- Intrepid youth e’er dauntless unafraid
played to a gross of $450,000 in 17
Lady (to hotel acquaintance) — weeks. Of this Coward received j
where in Aroostook County* there i Thou art Immortal, naught can stay
“A terrible thing has happened. I've S45.0C0 in royalties plus $17,000 as ;
was a great deposit of this metal. Nor rob thee of thv splendid charm.
A»e wisely bows before thy sway.
had a lot of clothes stolen."
His belief was based on an experi- And gives to all thy glorious days
his $1,000 a week salary as an actor
Acquaintance—"By
jove,
yes! Added to this total of $62,000 iS a.
ence of his while connected With the , I,s commendation full and free
.
A generous measure of great praise
Nearly all of 'em. what!-'—Humorist. considerable but unannounced sum
University of Maine, more than 30
Elizabeth o Marsh.
as a part owner of the production 1
Although it might seem that this
young author-director-actor carried;
back a neat bankroll for his four
months' work on Broadway, there is I
an expensive catch. First, he must
contribute one and one-half per cent
to the Author's League. Then would
come income tax of 10 per cent plus \
surtaxes, and added to this a larger
amount for New York State income
tax. This doesn't end the taxes. |
either, for Coward is an English
subject and must pay the British
government an income tax of some
thing like 25 per cent plus surtaxes ,
As for his co-stars. Alfred Lunt and
Lynn Fontanne. each has $1,500 a
week salary, which gives them a gross
of $51,000 to carry back to their Wis-'
consin farm.

PORT CLYDE

TIN MINE IN MAINE

Charming Aerialist Plays God-Mother
To Hagenbeck-Wallace Animal Babies

Fred Waldo and Harold Thompnon
spent Thursday ln Thomaston being
entertained by Mrs. Mary Waldo,
Mrs. Harriet Whitney and DonaJd
Stackpole.
Rev. Milton R. Kerr who recentlyresigned as pastor of the Baptist
Chuich leaves this week for New
York where he will take up his new
duties.
Rev. John Holman attended the
Advent conference at Sunshine.
Norman Pratt and Misses Florence
and Caroline Pratt of Kennebunk
port have been spending a few days
at the Pratt cottage.
Mrs. Edith Maxwell of Boston ar
rived Monday at her cottage for the
summer.
Mrs. Leah Davis entertained the
Willing Workers sewing circle last
Tuesday evening.
A shower was given to the newly
weds, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hupper
and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Watts.
The affair was held In the library
rooms and a very pleasant evening
passed. Several gifts were received
by the happy couples Refreshments
were served.
Mrs. Hattie Nash and two children
of Rockland are spending two weeks
at Hupper's Island.
Mrs. Molly Seavey will entertain
the Baptist sewing circle this week.
Ralph Hupper of this place and
Miss Effie Hadley of Rockland were
united in marriage last week and
have taken rooms at lhe New Ocean
Hcuse Congratulations.
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Morse attend
ed the Advent conference in Sun
shine.
Oapt. Edward H. Pierce is moving
DOROTHY JOHNSON
his household goods to Thomaston
Playing god-mother to the babies afternoon and night performances or. where he will make his future home.
of the Oreat Hagenbeck-Wallace Cir Tuesday, July 4, patrons will have an Capt. Pierce has been keeper of the
opportunity to see the largest collec Marshall Point Light for several
cus menagerie ls one of the duties
tion of wild animals on tour in the i years and both he and Mrs. Pierce
Dorothy Johnson, charming aerialist world. During the winter months, old
| have made a host of friends who reand menage rider, has assumed. She Dr Stork was a frequent visitor to I gret their leaving.
has been in charge of a trio of Bengal the menagerie at winter quarters,
tiger cubs since early spring, and, un with the result, many animal children Swell Souse—"Where was I last
der her tutelage, the little fellows are will be seen in the dens ar.d cages this night, Thompson?”
Valet—"I couldn't say, sir, but your
growing rapidly. They are ideal season.
pets now. but ln a few weeks they will ' The performances, listing more bank manager has rung up to ask if
become too vicious to handle.
than 100 acts and displays, open with ! It’s all right to pay out a check of
When the Oreat Hagenbeck-Wal "The Soudan," a lyrical pageant, with jours written on your dress collar."—
Humcrist.
lace Circus comes to Rockland for , hundreds of people and animals.
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"Pont iac' a appearance
makes
fee! proud of
it it it to imart and
trim vary modern"

"Pontiac maket a hit
with ma bacauta of ita
Straight Eijtht perform-------I iat away Prat

n

BUSINESS RECOVERY

New legislation has been enacted providing
for supervision of business.
We have, for many years, undertaken to carry
out the following business principles:
Fair treatment for labor,
Fair treatment for the customer,
Fair treatment for the manufacturer.
These principles have now been made the law
of the land.
We hope to employ more labor. In order to do
this, the publishers must use more paper.
If each of you who has something to sell will
advertise, this desirable end will be
accomplished.
GREAT

NORTHERN PARER COMPANY
MILLINOCKET, MAINE

"I like it bacauta itt
wntht and llr.nfth
make me Zee/ «e/e and it
it
comfortable and
eaty-ridinf.**

15 miles or more to the gallon is what owners

say the Pontiac Straight Eight gives them. And

Pontiac continues to do so, even after thou
sands of miles of use.
Such operating efficiency can come from only

«...

one thing —and that is Balanced Design, which

Harper and Brothers published |
June 1 "Shakespeare's Sonnets," |
edited from six different editions ’
and set by Arthur and Edna Rush
more in Weiss Antiqua tyoe. printed
on Archer paper and bound in
French Marble paper boards.

Between times when he Is not
roaming over the world with his
wife and young son. Thames Wil
liamson spends a few months ir.1
Maine. He is a native of northern
Idaho, born on the Nez Perce In
dian Reservation in Snake River'
country, son of an ex-Indian trader,
but his wife, the former Sarah S. j
Smith, hails from Bristol, Maine.
The Williamsons spent the winter in
Portland, but are now in Europe.
Mr. Williamson has 13 novels to his
credit. He is one of the foremost
exponents of the primitive type In
America, and his novels run nearly
the entire range of human experi
ence. His life has been a varied one
—he fias been a hobo, circus employe,
reporter, sailor, sheepherder, secre
tary in a prison, welfare worker, I
^.teacher and globe trotter.
• • • •
"A man may be, perhaps, exclus
ively a poet, a poet most exquisite
in his kind, though the kind must
needs be of inferior worth; I say,
may be; for I cannot recollect anv
one instance in which I have a right
to suppose it. But, surely, to have
an exclusive pleasure in poetry, not
being yourself a poet—to turn away
from all effort and to dwell wholly
on the images of another's vision—
is an unworthy and effeminate thing.
A jeweler may devote his whole time
to jewels unblamed; but the mere
amateur, who grounds his taste on
no chemical or geological idea, cun-

BALANCED
//
VALUE

means that each part is scientifically balanced
"I'm ttronj for Pontiac
bacauta it it to aconomical—eaty to buy
and aaty to own."

and related to all the others—so that all strains

are equalized for uniform life and durability.

This in turn means Balanced Value.
Come in for a demonstration.

You’ll agree

then that Pontiac deserves its increasing sales.

,

Remember it takes

all

of these qualities:

Economy — Durability — Comfort — Safety — Per
formance-Appearance (not only some of them)
"t lika my naw Pontiac
bacauta I uta it in butinett every day, and I
need a car that'a jot
durability anouih
to
'taka it.' ”

to make a modern car.

a

Ask for a copy of the FREE booklet—
11 What do you mean —Balanced Value.’1

"I like my comfort when
on a trip~-and our naw
Ponttac ia ao comfort
able, thanks to Fithar No
Draft Ventilation."
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The
door Sedan. t695,
I. o. b. Pnntiac. Special
equipment extra.
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ECONOMY

712 MAIN STREET

ECONOMY - DURABILITY
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COMFORT • SAFETY
PERFORMANCE

APPEARANCE

STRAIGHT
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ANO UP FOB PONTIAC
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